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CIMdata News 

Geometric Enhances PLM Business Value: a CIMdata Commentary   

3 December 2013 

 

Key takeaways: 

 Engineering IT application support is different from generic IT support due to its complexity and 

uniqueness to each organization 

 PLM support is commonly treated as an opportunity for cost reduction but the focus should be 

on value maximization 

 Geometric’s deep expertise in engineering and manufacturing enables them to provide 

functional and transformational services that address complex processes for developing and 

producing a product 

 

Why is Engineering IT Application Support Unique? 

New Product Introduction (NPI) and Product Development (PD), processes are unique for each 

organization. They are unique because each organization has different people, processes, and 

technologies. The steps within the processes have many interdependencies and understanding how to 

improve and optimize them requires both functional and industry specific knowledge. These steps also 

employ a wide range of software applications to support complex business processes. They range from 

configured and customized out of the box applications through custom developed solutions optimized 

for specific activities. The computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools 

used to develop the product are complex to operate, and generate large, complicated, interrelated data 

sets that include 3D graphics, specifications, and other data. For multifaceted products, hundreds of 

applications may be used to completely define the product. To manage the data from all these 

applications, specialized data management solutions commonly known as Product Data Management 
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(PDM) are required to capture and manage the data. This data then needs to be integrated with other 

enterprise data so that the product can be produced. 

 

In addition, the timescale to take a product from proposal to production can range from months to years 

and in some cases like large defense projects or process plants, decades. Access to the product data may 

be required for many years after production, in some cases more than 50 years. This long lifecycle is 

why there are so many legacy systems within many companies’ PLM environments. In addition issues 

and problems crop up from a multitude of directions including using the solution in new ways that were 

not previously envisioned, operational issues due to training, employee turnover, upgrades to individual 

solutions, software defects and changing business requirements. All of these make it plain that providing 

support for PLM related applications is a very complex and expensive endeavor. 

 

Building a Robust Product Development Environment  

Companies use several models to properly support the applications used for PLM. Common support 

models include in-house staff, an external or contract staff or a blend of internal and external people. 

There are advantages and disadvantages to each model, and doing a thorough analysis and developing a 

business case will lead to the best choice. The key point of support is that the team needs to be 

experienced and knowledgeable with the software applications, the business processes, and industry-

specific requirements.  

 

Key reasons we see for choosing an external support provider include gaining access to specific skill 

sets or subject matter experts that would not otherwise be affordable, to avoid staffing issues caused by 

turnover, and to get access to appropriate PLM solution experience. As companies broaden and deepen 

their PLM environments, they implement aspects of PLM in which they may not have experience. 

Specialized or focused external solution support providers that already have experience in the new areas 

may be the most efficient way to ensure successful implementation and ongoing support.  

 

At CIMdata we believe that the business case will provide the answer. Just because an external resource 

has a lower hourly rate does not mean it provides the best return on investment. Evaluating the support 

capabilities and costs versus the business requirements will lead to the correct choice. 

 

Spotlight on Geometric’s AMS4E program 

Geometric is a system integrator focused on providing engineering IT and PLM support services to 

companies that develop and produce products. They provide strategic consulting services, solution 

support and produce software products all focused on product realization. 

 

Geometric’s support program is known as AMS4E, an acronym for Application Management Services 

and its four elements—Enable, Ensure, Enhance and Evolve. AMS4E is a methodology to provide PLM 

support based on the organization’s maturity as shown in Figure 1 below. The objective of the 

methodology is to improve the business value of engineering IT at a lower cost. The methodology 

clearly identifies the issues at each stage of maturity, the appropriate services, and benefits to be gained. 

Assessment tools are used to evaluate when a maturity level is achieved. A dashboard provides a 
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holistic, strategic, top down view of AMS and the software application of lifecycle metrics. In addition 

to providing status, Geometric claims that the dashboard also includes a predictive analytic capability 

that can forecast what the metrics would be if additional AMS4E elements were adopted. 

 

Figure 1 Geometric’s AMS4E Maturity Model and Related Services 

 

Geometric is unique among the larger PLM system integrators because of its focus only on product 

realization. In addition to providing strategic consulting, implementation and support services, they are 

also a developer of commercial software solutions within the product realization space. They have 

technical partnerships with the major PLM solution providers, including Dassault Systèmes, PTC, and 

Siemens PLM Software, which ensures Geometric’s deep knowledge of the PLM solution capabilities.  

 

CIMdata sees the commercial software development capability combined with the AMS4E methodology 

as a differentiator from Geometric’s competitors. The “Enable” and “Ensure” phases focus on a smooth 

transition to the new support structure, stabilization, and minor improvements. When a company gets to 

the “Enhance” and “Evolve” phases of AMS4E maturity the deep knowledge of software development 

methodology can provide significant value. The functional improvements, enhancements, and 

rationalization implemented in these maturity levels all require deep understanding of software 

development and maintainability.  

 

As part of the research conducted to support this commentary, CIMdata reviewed several case studies 

including one from a large aerospace company where Geometric were able to assume responsibility 

from eight service providers using AMS4E methodology. Within this engagement Geometric is working 

to consolidate and transform 650 PLM-related applications to a significantly smaller number removing 

redundancies and reducing cost. In another case study where 180 applications were being supported, 

twenty custom applications were retired again resulting in a significant support cost reduction. 

 

Conclusion 

Developing and implementing a PLM environment support strategy is complex. The support team needs 

deep understanding of the product, processes, and technologies used to develop and produce products. 
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Ensuring that the team has the appropriate skills can be challenging especially as companies try to 

implement and leverage advanced PLM capabilities and concepts. The support team can consist of 

internal and external resources, but the right mix should be based on a business case that identifies the 

highest value, not just the lowest cost.  

 

CIMdata sees Geometric as a support provider with unique capabilities that can be leveraged to get a 

cost effective competitive advantage. They have a proven methodology based on a well-defined maturity 

model. Deep expertise with a variety of tools and technologies allows Geometric to assume support 

responsibility and help their customers get the PLM environment under control, and then enhance and 

evolve the product realization process. The AMS4E support program is comprehensive and can help 

customers transform their product realization capabilities into a competitive advantage.  

 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Highlights from the 2013 CIMdata PLM Road Map: a CIMdata Commentary 

5 December 2013 

 

Key takeaways: 

 CIMdata and MarketKey collaborated on the first-ever combined PI Congress and PLM Road 

Map, 9-10 October 2013 at the Indian Lakes Resort, Bloomingdale, Illinois 

 As many as five parallel tracks kept the 330+ attendees moving to hear the many informative 

speakers 

 Overall the move to Chicago was a success, bringing a new audience and energy to the PLM 

Road Map, providing new opportunities for knowledge sharing and collaboration 

 

On October 9 and 10, 2013, over 330 delegates attended the Product Innovation (PI) Congress 2013 and 

PLM Road Map™ at the Indian Lakes Resort in the Chicago suburbs. For the first time, CIMdata 

delivered its annual PLM Road Map conference in conjunction with the PI Congress, helping to draw 

the large crowd, populated with business and technical professionals from multiple manufacturing and 

process industries and countries. Stan Przybylinski, CIMdata’s Vice President of Research, acted as the 

PI Congress Chair while Peter Bilello, CIMdata’s President chaired the PLM Road Map. 

 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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The PLM Road Map included five tracks over the two day event: 

 Simulation & Analysis (S&A) 

 PLM Enterprise Value and Integration (PEVI) 

 Systems Engineering 

 Social Product Development & Collaboration (SPD&C) 

 Digital Manufacturing 

 

Simulation & Analysis Track 

Dr. Keith Meintjes of CIMdata opened the Simulation & Analysis (S&A) track with a presentation 

entitled “Simulation Governance: Managing Simulation as a Strategic Capability.” S&A has been 

among the fastest growing components of PLM for some years and CIMdata now estimates the global 

market to be about US$4 billion. In 2013 CIMdata published an S&A Market Overview and a full S&A 

Market Analysis Report
1
 for calendar year 2012 results. In his talk, Dr. Meintjes noted there is 

increasing concern about simulation as a strategic capability to gain a competitive edge in product and 

manufacturing system development. One way to address this concern is Simulation Governance, 

described by Dr. Meintjes as a methodology to help better manage simulation at all levels. 

 

He also described some recent research focused on adapting CIMdata’s PLM Readiness Assessment to 

help companies understand how prepared they are to adopt Simulation Data Management. The 

assessment tool helps with project planning, and assesses capabilities in three areas: Organization 

(people), Process, and Technology. One assessment case study focused on a company revealed to be 

very weak in terms of process. The recommendation was to proceed with pilot studies to develop use 

cases and deepened understanding, and to not proceed with a production deployment in the short term. 

 

Matthew Loew, Technical Director of Maverick Innovation Labs, discussed product development from a 

unique perspective: a manufacturer with legacy products whose basic architecture is decades old. In his 

talk, “Challenges and Opportunities in Advancing Modeling & Simulation and Conceptual Engineering 

Methods,” he noted that tribal knowledge and long experience can inhibit innovation, and that concerted 

efforts must be made to bring modeling and simulation to bear early on, before any definition of the 

physical design, so the design space can be more completely explored. 

 

Kenneth Rasche, Senior Engineering Manager from Whirlpool, spoke about “Collaboration with 

Systems of models within PLM.” Mr. Rasche described how Whirlpool uses their PDM system 

(Windchill) to manage “Systems of Models” that characterize product performance. Whirlpool 

developed a hierarchy of models to describe components, subsystems and systems. Surrogate models are 

then used to carry 3D geometric effects into the system-level simulations. 

 

Dr. Patrick Prescott, Leader of Modeling & Design, Manufacturing Sciences, at Owens Corning 

illustrated how simulation is used to improve and optimize the manufacturing process for glass fibers. In 

his presentation, “Modeling & Simulation of Composites Glass Fiber Manufacturing Processes and Data 

Management,” Dr. Prescott stated that to improve collaboration and to support increased levels of 

simulation, Owens Corning adopted a simulation data management solution, ANSYS Enterprise 
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Knowledge Manager (EKM). He claimed that this new solution improves data security, while also 

enabling sharing and reuse of simulation information. 

 

Aymeric Rousseau, Manager of Vehicle Modeling and Simulation Section at Argonne National 

Laboratory (ANL), described “Autonomie,” a collaborative model-based approach to address the 

coming fuel economy challenge. This project is a unique collaboration of government (ANL) and 

industry (General Motors, LMS) to develop a sustainable software solution that provides a plug and play 

environment for a diverse set of modeling tools and plant or component models. 

 

Finally, a standing-room only crowd was present to hear Laura Michalske, Engineering Section Head, 

Health Modeling & Simulation for Procter & Gamble (P&G), describe their applications of simulation, 

and P&G’s efforts to integrate and manage simulation in their PLM environment. P&G has many 

interesting applications of simulation to high volume, high speed manufacturing. 

 

PLM Enterprise Value and Integration (PEVI) Track 

The PEVI track included three presentations related to the core theme of PLM enterprise value and 

integration. Pam Schwandtner reviewed how Insitu, a Boeing-owned company that develops drones, 

successfully restarted a stalled PLM program. After spending almost a year working on their project, 

and being almost a year behind, they stopped and revisited their selection process. For the re-start, they 

chose Aras Innovator and used an Agile methodology to implement the solution. The project was 

completed on schedule and under budget, and the presentation highlighted metrics that illustrated the 

success of the implementation. 

 

Mike Williams from Dow Chemical presented best practices for “Getting a PLM Program Approved.” 

Mr. Williams reviewed the issues and expectations for Dow’s global PLM implementation to support a 

large user base across 134 manufacturing facilities. According to Mr. Williams, the key requirements for 

success were senior executive support, investment justification and planning, work process 

harmonization, and metrics linked to company objectives. He also cited the importance of developing a 

“functional coalition” of stakeholders to lead and support the project. The coalition included 

representatives from commercial, R&D, manufacturing, but also needed support from supply chain, 

quality and IT. 

 

Tom Gill from CIMdata, owner of the PEVI track, reviewed the progress on developing a model to 

measure PLM Investment Sustainability. The model defines “sustainable PLM investments” as enabling 

the PLM solution to meet current and future needs without having to “rip and replace” significant parts 

of the PLM environment. The model consists of 17 elements including upgradeability, maintainability 

and openness. It is currently being tested and a production release is anticipated for the end of the 2013. 

 

Systems Engineering (SE) 

John MacKrell of CIMdata, and the leader of this track, spoke about CIMdata’s work on a Systems 

Engineering Maturity model. The effort leverages previous model developments, and is undergoing 

early testing. CIMdata is conducting an initial surveys with industry, and Mr. MacKrell asked the 
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attendees for help to expand his pool of potential respondents. 

 

Cody Farinacci, President of the C-NO chapter of INCOSE spoke about “Living in the White Space – 

The Framework of Systems Engineering.” The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) 

is a not-for-profit membership organization founded in 1990 to develop and disseminate 

interdisciplinary systems engineering principles and practices that enable the realization of successful 

systems. Mr. Farinacci described the systems engineering landscape, and asked the audience where they 

fit. He claimed that companies need to develop a systems engineering mindset. They need to move 

beyond pen and paper, and simple tools to deal with the increasing complexity in today’s products. His 

talk highlighted the different requirements in different industries. 

 

Craig Brown, the PLM Leader for GM, spoke about the “Benefits Realized from Systems Engineering.” 

Mr. Brown is responsible for GM’s enterprise-wide PLM strategy and planning. He claims that most 

people looking at or using systems engineering strategies and tools lack a real understanding of the 

benefits that can be achieved. He spoke about some early, promising results from his work at GM. 

 

The Systems Engineering track also included a panel on “The Role of Multi‐Disciplinary Simulation & 

Analysis” that included representatives from several leading PLM solution providers who are members 

of CIMdata’s Systems Engineering Knowledge Council
2
: 

 Todd McDevitt, Director of Product Planning & Strategy, ANSYS 

 Sky Matthews, CTO, IBM Rational Systems Solutions 

 Derek Piette, Product Manager, Embedded Systems, PTC 

 Mark Sampson, Teamcenter Product Management Requirements / Systems Engineering, 

Siemens PLM Software 

 

The lively discussion ranged across many topics, including: 

 How can we improve the ability to do cross-physics verifications—is there anything new on the 

horizon? 

 What are best practices for managing software as a product item along with the electrical and 

mechanical parts (such as for a car)? 

 What are the obstacles you most often see to integrating SE into the product development 

process? 

 What can be done to facilitate implementing (and using) an SE infrastructure? 

 What is the state of SE training today? What can companies do to increase the number of SE-

knowledgeable resources today? 

 As more things become “connected,” creating the Internet of Things (IoT) is there a positive or 

negative impact on SE strategies? 

 How do we promote systems thinking in the product development disciplines of today? 

 What are the security issues that arise when we expose full systems designs to a broad audience? 
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Social Product Development & Collaboration (SPD&C) Track 

“Great presentations in the Social Product Development and Collaboration track at the 2013 PI Congress 

/ PLM Roadmap Conference,” stated Dana Nickerson, Track Chair and CIMdata SPD&C practice lead. 

The attendees were really interested in how social is impacting product development and product 

lifecycle management (PLM). 

 

Dana Nickerson’s presentation, “Social Product Development and Collaboration – Engineering 

Perspective,” discussed how applying information theory concepts improves collaboration and resulting 

innovation. When an information channel is stable and low entropy, a huge amount of information, new 

data can be put over the channel. Innovation requires newness, change and lots of information transfer. 

He also discussed how to create a stable information channel using social media concepts and 

capabilities. 

 

John Mannisto, Engineering Director, Simulation Based Design from Whirlpool Corporation discussed 

his team’s collaboration techniques in his “Simulation-Based Design” presentation. He described The 

“Commons,” a place where Social Layers can combine and cross over to maximize cross-flow of 

knowledge. He wants to be able to “go viral” with good ideas. The Commons social layer is the “water 

cooler” where explicit and tacit knowledge can be combined. 

 

Mr. Mannisto also told the audience that they need to do more than adopt new tools and new behaviors, 

they need to get their kids involved. People need to learn from outside of work, because social media is 

outpacing corporate collaboration. Workers need to combine the new-generation behavior with the old 

engineering. According to Mr. Mannisto, most engineering is based on “Newton, Euler, and a bunch of 

French mathematicians.” What continues to change is the way we execute. 

 

Bruce Richardson from Salesforce.com gave a presentation, “Social PLM and the Innovation Cloud,” on 

the coming combination of customer relationship management (CRM), social and PLM. With 4.5 billion 

people connected to social networks today, social has become the new way for sharing what we are 

doing and what we care about in our personal lives. And for businesses there are over 150 million daily 

conversions happening that are related to products and companies—people are talking about your 

products and your company. This is how your brand is being created. You need to be able to connect 

with these customers. 

 

Digital Manufacturing 

As defined by CIMdata, Digital Manufacturing includes computational simulations, information 

management and real-time software controls enabling the technologies of manufacturing systems. 

 

Jon Riley, Vice President of the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS), told the audience 

that every great empire has the ability to manufacture. In his talk, “The Test of Timelines: Building a 

Digital Manufacturing Empire,” he claimed that science plus manufacturing equals innovation. But the 

winning strategy is to innovate constantly, growing an organization’s human capital through 

collaboration. Mr. Riley claimed that applying digital manufacturing technologies can speed up the 
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process. 

 

Tim Storer, a Program Manager at Procter & Gamble spoke about his experiences “Using Consumer 

Research Methods to Transform PLM Adoption.” Getting people to use the system is about more than 

just functionality. User skills and feelings are just as important. Users may say that they want all of their 

actions to be “one click away,” but they really think that “the U/I is not intuitive enough to quickly 

complete tasks.” At a personal level, if systems are hard to use, individuals may feel “embarrassed and 

incompetent” and may just avoid the system. 

 

Kevin Jonatzke, a Rapid Prototyping Sales Representative from Roush Manufacturing, focused on 

additive manufacturing, a rapidly evolving technology that is disrupting traditional manufacturing 

methods. In his talk, “Additive Manufacturing and Using It To Improve Product Development,” Mr. 

Jonatzke described the technologies available to manufacture using polymers, metals or ceramics to 

produce the form, fit and function required. He admonished the audience that “what you just learned will 

be obsolete tomorrow but you need to know where you have been to appreciate where we are going.” 

 

Conclusion 

For many years, the PLM Road Map conference was a fixture in the Detroit area, drawing manufacturers 

and technologists from a range of industries, but with a solid representation from the automotive 

industry. Moving to Chicago was a big change, one that also changed the make-up of the audience. The 

change resulted in an attendance list with as many business analysts and PLM managers as 

technologists, adding to the core audience that the Road Map has attracted in past years. The logistics of 

the event were challenging, but the response was positive. There is still a great energy in the PLM 

Economy, and events like these can bring together the skilled practitioner and the greenest rookie to the 

benefit of both parties. CIMdata is happy to provide such a venue, something consistent with our thirty-

year history of helping to mature and evolve technologies, solutions, and business processes. 

 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

 

1http://www.cimdata.com/en/online-store/market-analysis-reports?page=1 
2
Information about CIMdata’s Knowledge Councils can be found 

athttp://www.cimdata.com/en/memberships 
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IBM Software Group: Enabling “A New Era of Smart”: a CIMdata Commentary 

5 December 2013 

 

Key takeaways: 

 IBM’s 12th annual Software Group analyst event drew 100+ analysts, in town to engage with 

senior IBM managers (only VPs or above, outside of analyst relations) 

 The “Smart” message is used across IBM, and it is the IBM Software Group that enables 

products, infrastructure, and other assets to embody that intelligence 

 The depth and breadth of their offerings and expertise is impressive, and they are making 

progress bringing it all to bear on specific accounts and problems 

 

IBM Software Group held their 12th annual Analysts Insights event in Stamford, CT on November 19-

20, 2013. (To review the Twitter stream, please search using the hashtag #swgai.) Attendance was 

limited to just over 100 leading analysts. The event operated like clockwork due to the efforts of the 

large and very helpful IBM Analyst Relations team. But the analysts were there to engage with IBM 

Software Group’s senior leaders: all IBMers in attendance were at the VP level and above. 

 

Our host was Mr. Steven A. Mills, IBM Senior Vice President and Group Executive for Software & 

Systems. Mr. Mills has been a leader in the Software Group since its inception in 1995, and today is 

responsible for product businesses with $40 billion in annual revenues. His opening message about the 

event was simple: IBM is here to help the analyst community understand the depth and breadth of what 

IBM can offer. Bringing his senior leaders to help make that information clear illustrates the 

commitment of IBM to engaging the analyst community. The nearly two-day event included many 

different ways to engage: straight presentations, small group discussions, Chat with the Experts sessions, 

demonstrations, and one-on-one meetings. 

 

The theme for the event was “A New Era of Smart.” IBM’s corporate “Smarter Planet” campaign is 

ubiquitous on TV and in print in the US. The impact in the PLM space is that manufactured products 

across many industries get their value from embedded software. The IBM Software Group is where a lot 

of the “smarts” must emanate. Their different businesses provide infrastructure, development tools, 

collaboration tools, and technology devoted to reaching this goal. The “new era” solutions all build on 

IBM’s strengths in big data and analytics, as shown in Figure 1. That figure also shows the role of 

IBM’s Watson, famous for winning on Jeopardy. What did “he” do to celebrate? His developers added a 

new set of APIs so that IBM and partners can leverage the Watson technology to add a cognitive layer to 

their decision making support, as shown in Figure 1. Watson can help users to go beyond big data and 

analytics to being able to answer real questions, and help to solve real problems. All of the presentations 

picked up some element of this Smart thread. 
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Mike Rhodin, Senior Vice President of the IBM Software Solutions Group, spoke of the “customer 

activated enterprise.” According to the most recent IBM Global C-suite study, high performing 

companies are 54% more likely to collaborate extensively with their customers
1
. Companies are looking 

to leverage cloud, mobility, social business, and big data/analytics offerings to more fully engage with 

their customers. IBM has skin in the game in all of these areas. They confirmed that cloud offerings are 

generally not replacing existing systems; they are supplementing them, further complicating the IT 

landscape. 

 

Robert LeBlanc, Senior Vice President in the IBM Middleware group, stated that mobile is becoming 

central to companies of all sizes. IBM cited a recent study that showed 41% of respondents were using 

enterprise apps on their mobile device. How do we know that this route to corporate productivity is 

getting more popular? Because the “bad guys” have significantly increased their attacks through mobile 

malware. They see mobile devices as the weakest link. Mr. LeBlanc and other IBM speakers highlighted 

IBM’s answer to this challenge, the IBM MobileFirst platform. This offering provides a range of tools to 

support development, testing, deployment, and management of enterprise mobile applications. 

 

Phil Gilbert shared the progress on a recent IBM initiative, IBM Design. Mr. Gilbert is the General 

Manager of a group chartered to create new design organization(s) and culture within IBM. They have 

made a lot of progress in their one year in existence. He showed images from their new state-of-the-art, 

50,000 ft2 facility in Austin, TX. They are filling the building and program with recent graduates from 

more than the leading computer science programs. Graphic designers, anthropologists, and other 

specialties have a home in the new Design team, which will be built out over five years. Mr. Gilbert 

claimed they were “maniacally focused” on creating “delightful user experiences,” which requires deep 

thinking and significant user research. To create a design culture, IBM Design is indoctrinating the 

masses: 

 New hires complete a three month design camp to build skills and learn a set of common 

processes 

 As product teams are formed, they complete a one week design camp to ensure they are on the 

same page for the work ahead 

http://cimdata.com/images/Commentaries/IBM_12-5-13F1.gif
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 They recently completed their first Executive design camp, a one day event for 30-35 Senior 

Vice Presidents and other business leaders 

 

This focus in the sessions on designing user experiences is a consistent refrain often heard in the PLM 

space. 

 

IBM’s take on social business was particularly interesting. Yes, IBM can provide social platform tools, 

providing similar functionality to others in the market. But their Smarter Workforce solutions bring 

much more. These Talent Management solutions provide tools to conduct cultural assessments and other 

data collection, and then analyze the data for reporting and subsequent action. The solution also uses 

natural language processing (NLP) to complete sentiment analyses of open ended responses. When an 

analyst suggested that the platform supported “Moneyball” for the organization, the metaphor seemed 

apt. Tools to keep a finger on the pulse of the organization can prove invaluable to maintaining optimal 

efficiency. This new, improved Integrated Talent Suite will ship in January. 

 

As in most events, some competitive sparring occurred in the sessions, with IBM positioning themselves 

and their offerings against some familiar names. For example, IBM claimed that their analytics 

capabilities have 100 times the price performance of SAP’s HANA. The IBM cloud panel could not get 

itself to mention a company that starts with “A.” In the closing session, the crowd urged Steve Mills to 

share his thoughts about Amazon, one of IBMs competitors in cloud, and Oracle. He did not disappoint, 

but his focus was on IBM, and how the company will take advantage of the great opportunities that lay 

ahead. 

 

Conclusion 

IBM is a key player in the PLM Economy, and much of what they bring to that market comes from the 

IBM Software Group, a huge, complicated business delivering about a quarter of IBM’s total revenues. 

The IBM Software Group Analyst Insights event did succeed in showing off all of their businesses, 

using a range of pedagogical techniques. With multiple tracks, it was difficult to cover it all. IBM’s 

commitment to openness and open standards informs their development, and ensures that their offerings 

will support a broad range of customers and use cases across multiple industries. What IBM also 

demonstrated across the sessions is their improving ability to draw unique power and learning from the 

scope of their work, to bring it to bear in products and specific customer engagements. Their business 

creates vast opportunities for learning, including over 20,000 Smarter Planet engagements, over 30,000 

Big Data/Analytics engagements, and relationships with over 1,000 academic organizations. Some of 

the offerings shown at the event illustrate the early benefits of this learning approach and IBMs renewed 

emphasis on design and user experience. Does Watson know the answer about what is coming next? 

 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
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at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666 

 
1
 “Leading Trough Connections: Insights from the Global Chief Executive Study.” IBM Institute for 

Business Value, 2012. 
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Acquisitions 

3D Systems Acquires Figulo Corporation 

5 December 2013 

 

3D Systems  announced today the acquisition of Figulo, a leading provider of 3D printed ceramics for 

consumers, makers, artists, designers and architects.  Figulo is changing the way ceramics are made by 

taking this time honored  production and art form and transforming it with 21st century 3D printing 

technology. The company plans to immediately integrate Figulo’s 3D printed ceramics into its rapidly 

growing Cubify
®

ecosystem and its professional cloud printing service, Quickparts
®
, and to leverage 

Figulo’s considerable ceramics materials and process knowledge to fast track the commercialization of 

its own family of end-user ceramic 3D printers for home décor labels, pottery shops, artists and 

hobbyists. 

 

Figulo has a cloud-based model for manufacturing ceramic objects using 3D printing based on 3DS’ 

ColorJet Printing (CJP) technology. Customers range from consumers and makers to artists, designers 

and architects.  3D printed ceramics from Figulo combine the high quality art form with the freedom of 

complexity allowed by 3D printing technology, empowering everyone from artists, designers and 

consumers to major décor labels to explore a new degree of what’s possible for kitchenware, tiling, art 

and more. 

 

“I couldn’t think of a better home for Figulo than 3DS,” said Andrew Jeffery, President and CEO, 

Figulo Corporation. “This is a dream combination of 3D Systems’ powerful CJP full color technology 

with Figulo’s extensive ceramic materials and process know-how to accelerate online and at home 

adoption and to unleash the full potential of professional and consumer ceramic 3D printing.” 

 

“With Figulo on board, we are enhancing both our Cubify and Quickparts capabilities and significantly 

expanding our materials and process expertise and know-how to fast track the commercialization of 

ceramic 3D printers,” said Avi Reichental, President and CEO, 3D Systems. “Ceramic 3D printing 

creates a unique experience for this time honored art form and is sure to induce a new breed of artists, 

designers and major décor labels to incorporate 3D printing into their professional toolbox while 

consumers enjoy the next dimension of décor and art.” 

 

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/300-ibm-software-group-enabling-a-new-era-of-smart-commentary#FN1
http://www.3dsystems.com/
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Dassault Systèmes to Acquire Realtime Technology AG (RTT) 

5 December 2013 

 

Dassault Systèmes today announced the signing of an acquisition agreement for an 84% controlling 

interest in Realtime Technology AG (RTT), a leading provider of professional high-end 3D visualization 

software, marketing solutions and computer generated imagery services, benefiting from the 

development of the fast-growing marketing automation market. 

 

This acquisition of Munich-based RTT will include its software division, known for its DeltaGen, 

PictureBook, POS Configurator and other solutions, and its marketing consulting services. It will also 

include subsidiary Bunkspeed, with its line of powerful and intuitive rendering software. RTT’s list of 

customers includes Hugo Boss, adidas, Airbus, Audi, BMW, Daimler, Electrolux, Eurocopter, Ferrari, 

General Motors, Harley-Davidson, Nissan, Porsche, The North Face, Toyota and Volkswagen. 

 

“Our clients express a growing need to fully exploit their 3D digital assets, to transform their marketing 

and sales as part of their ultimate customer experience. The people at RTT have demonstrated 

remarkable talents in delivering innovative solutions to their clients,” said Bernard Charlès, President & 

CEO of Dassault Systèmes. 

 

“In today's experience economy, brands demand seamless interplay of 3D design, marketing and sales 

applications to create high-impact storytelling across all channels,” said Monica Menghini, Executive 

Vice President, Industry & Marketing, Dassault Systèmes. “Dassault Systèmes values the software and 

service portfolio that RTT will bring to our 3DEXPERIENCE strategy because 3D marketing, 

interactive movies and catalog generators represent the hallmark of successful marketers in the age of 

experience.” 

 

“The Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE strategy immediately resonated with RTT, especially 

because we both believe in 3D as a valuable media. From 3D design, all the way through the industry 

evolution that has resulted in 3DEXPERIENCE, Dassault Systèmes has led the way,” said Ludwig 

Fuchs, Co-founder & CEO, RTT. “Combining our respective solution portfolios and service expertise 

will be a milestone for industry business transformation. Bernard and I have a common belief: 

3DEXPERIENCE starts with the consumer and ends with the consumer. We will continue this evolution 

together.” 

 

The purchase price of RTT will be paid in cash. Completion of the transaction is subject to customary 

conditions precedent, including the approval of antitrust authorities in Germany and Austria. Dassault 

Systèmes intends to launch in the coming days a tender offer in order to purchase up to 100% of RTT’s 

share capital for a price per share of EUR 40. 

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com&esheet=50763201&newsitemid=20131204006681&lan=en-US&anchor=Dassault+Syst%C3%A8mes&index=1&md5=17417968bd95509ebda1403ed894259d
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rtt.ag%2F&esheet=50763201&newsitemid=20131204006681&lan=en-US&anchor=Realtime+Technology+AG&index=2&md5=c5965f289309c30689d3977df57a54ad
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Dassault Systèmes will host a conference call today, Thursday, December 5, 2013 at 9:30 AM New 

York time / 2:30 PM London time / 3:30 PM Paris time. The conference call can be accessed via 

http://www.3ds.com/investors/. Please go to the website at least 15 minutes prior to the beginning of the 

conference call to register, download and install any necessary audio software. The conference call will 

be archived for 30 days. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Nemetschek Successfully Concludes Acquisition of Data Design System (DDS)  

2 December 2013 

 

Nemetschek AG has successfully concluded its acquisition of Norway-based Data Design System ASA. 

In total, approximately 99.99 percent of DDS shares have been transferred to Nemetschek. DDS is a 

leading CAD software provider for intelligent planning of technical building equipment and delivers 

highly functional solutions for mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP), heating, ventilation, air-

conditioning and photovoltaic engineering. 

 

With this acquisition, Nemetschek Group adds MEP building process solutions to its solution portfolio. 

In addition to important technology expertise, this move allows Nemetschek to expand into new markets 

and customer groups. 

 

In the financial year 2012, DDS achieved revenues of EUR 8.7 million and an operating result of EUR 

1.5 million. DDS will continue as an independent brand under the same successful management. The 

company will be consolidated as of December 1, 2013. The purchase price in the low two-digit million 

euro range was paid in cash. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 

Delcam Reaches 2,500 Customers in China 

28 November 2013 

 

Delcam is pleased to announce that the company recently added its 2,500th customer in China; Star 

Prototype Manufacturing Co., Ltd, based in Zhongshan Torch Development Zone in Guangdong 

Province.  The company ordered recently multiple copies of Delcam’s PowerSHAPE CAD software and 

Delcam PowerMILL CAM system. 

 

To mark this landmark achievement, David You, Operating General Manager of Delcam China, 

presented a plaque to delegates from Star Prototype during the Delcam China 2013 New Product 

Launches and Technology Seminar held in DongGuan during October. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Finvestors%2F&esheet=50763201&newsitemid=20131204006681&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Finvestors%2F&index=3&md5=afc509e9834bb330a5481d9e52f4df51
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Star Prototype is one of the leading rapid prototyping and tooling companies in the world.  Established 

by Gordon Styles, an experienced British engineer, Star Prototype is the only prototype engineering 

company run by a foreign entrepreneur in China.  Combining the best of Western technology and 

equipment with the prototype engineering expertise of its Chinese engineers, Star Prototype offers 

customers high-quality products and services.  With its commitment to customer satisfaction, Star 

Prototype has established long-term relationships with some of the most renowned companies in the 

world, including Mercedes, Siemens, HP, Philips and Nestlé. 

 

Star Prototype has purchased PowerSHAPE CAD and PowerMILL to further enhance the company’s 

rapid prototyping and rapid tooling capabilities.  The programs are already being used for quick die and 

electrode design, and for rapid tooling manufacture.  The first class technical support provided by staff 

from Delcam China has allowed Star Prototype to use the software efficiently in the shortest possible 

time and to gain the maximum productivity from its capabilities. 

 

The sale comes at a time when Delcam is setting new records for its business in China.  Delcam China’s 

sales of software and maintenance have increased almost 50% in the first nine months of this year 

compared to the same period in 2012. 

 

Delcam continues to succeed in the competitive Chinese market by maintaining innovation in its 

products and technology, and by providing unrivalled support to its customers.  These customers include 

many of the country’s larger organisations, including First Auto Works, Xi’an Aircraft Industry Group, 

Changchun Railway Vehicles, Dongfang Electrical Machinery, Gree Electrical Appliances and Pou 

Chen, one of the world’s major producers of footwear, as well as large numbers of toolmakers and 

subcontract machining companies. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Design for Dream: 62 Superhero Vehicles Created By ZW3D CAD/CAM Users 

3 December 2013 

 

ZW3D announced on December 3 the result of the ZW3D Superhero Vehicle Design Challenge 

on GrabCAD. Five winners stood out from the rest in this challenge and won big prizes like cash, 3D 

printers and 3D mice. 

 

ZW3D CAD/CAM launched the annual design challenge on GrabCAD, a well-known 3D model sharing 

platform for mechanical engineers and CAD users, in a bid to promote, publicize and make creative 

thinking and innovation visible through 3D CAD modeling. ZW3D aims to establish a closer 

relationship with the design community, combining technical innovation with 3D CAD design to create 

vehicles for their beloved superheroes. 

 

http://www.zwsoft.com/zw3d/index.html
https://grabcad.com/challenges/zw3d-superhero-vehicle-design-challenge/results
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“I am not an engineer and never designed a vehicle before, but I learnt to use ZW3D CAD/CAM in no 

time and submitted 3 entries,’’ said Seghier Mohamed Abdelaziz, one of the participants and an 

architect. “I like using ZW3D which allows me to create precision design and turn imagination into 

reality." 

 

Starting from September 16, 2013, this challenge eventually received 62 stunning entries around the 

world during the period of 42 days, making it a hard choice for the judges from ZW3D CAD/CAM, 

Tiertime Technology and GrabCAD. "For me, this contest is an opportunity to discover different ways 

for projects. The new 3D CAD modeling technology, Solid-Surface Hybrid Modeling, is awesome and 

helps to unleash my imagination," said Paul Tripon, another participant who designed Turtle. 

 

Winning entries were chosen based on the rules and requirements with their modeling skills and 

creativity thoroughly judged. Besides, opinions of all contestants were also thoroughly considered in the 

judging process. All these five winners complied with the rules and requirements and excellently 

combined their imagination with their designs using ZW3D. 

 

The first prize went to Remus Pacis, the designer of Mech R14. "This walking robot is designed 

completely from the scratch in ZW3D with nice surfaces built from the sketch. This entry is well-formed 

with lots of surface modeling techniques in ZW3D. For instance, SWEEP is smartly used to build nice 

electrical devices by plotting multiple curves. Besides, MORPH is also applied to transform the shape. 

In all, this detailed model is well-designed with ZW3D," commented the judges from ZW3D and 

GrabCAD. 

 

Please click here to appreciate other winning entries designed with ZW3D CAD/CAM. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

GE and PTC Expand Collaboration with Reseller Agreement, Joint Product Development, Sales and 

Marketing Activities 

5 December 2013 

 

PTC and GE Intelligent Platforms today announced an acceleration in their joint effort to bring to 

market a solution that helps manufacturers close the loop between product design and production 

execution on the shop floor. Beginning immediately, GE will resell the PTC Manufacturing Process 

Management software in combination with GE’s manufacturing execution system (MES) software. 

While manufacturing information can be passed directly from the PTC Windchill® solution to the GE 

Proficy for Manufacturing Discrete product today, the companies expect to deliver an expanded closed-

loop integrated solution in 2014. 

 

“That dream becomes a reality with the GE-PTC solution and we are excited to be deepening our 

relationship with GE to address a real market need.” 

 

http://www.zwsoft.com/ZW3D/knowledge-base/white-paper/Future_Trends_of_3D_CAD_Modeling.html
https://grabcad.com/library/turtle-3
https://grabcad.com/library/mech-r14-1
https://grabcad.com/challenges/zw3d-superhero-vehicle-design-challenge/results
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2F&esheet=50763055&newsitemid=20131205005284&lan=en-US&anchor=PTC&index=1&md5=bae03133766812856ba4bc56de5a503e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ge-ip.com%2F&esheet=50763055&newsitemid=20131205005284&lan=en-US&anchor=GE+Intelligent+Platforms&index=2&md5=bd298ff6dfa867536584af2ee81e959a
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PTC and GE share a common vision of an “Industrial Internet” where the future of manufacturing is 

transformed by the surge of smart, connected products. As a result, the two companies kicked off a 

series of joint sales, marketing, services, support, and product development initiatives designed to 

collaboratively meet this fast-growing market demand. 

 

GE and PTC are integrating offerings that are based on industry best practices for product lifecycle 

management (PLM) and MES business processes. The joint solution will manage a closed loop of 

product information among engineering, manufacturing production and service. Product structures and 

3D product representations defined by engineering become the basis for manufacturing routings and 

manufacturing bills of materials (mBOMs) which are then used to manage shop floor activity and 

coordinate with ERP systems. Shop floor information, such as the “as-built” BOM, can also be shared 

with PLM and ERP systems to complete the closed loop with engineering. The complete view of a 

finished product can also be shared with a company’s service organization to optimize service delivery 

and performance. Customers of the integrated offering could achieve faster time to deployment and 

lower total cost of ownership. 

 

“Manufacturers place a premium on their ability to introduce products faster, keep production costs low, 

and keep product quality high,” said Jim Walsh, general manager, Software and Services, GE Intelligent 

Platforms. “Essential to meeting these goals is ensuring that products are built precisely as they were 

designed. PTC’s PLM solution is the best complement to our GE Proficy solution and our organization 

is energized by the opportunity to offer a truly differentiated solution to solve one of our customers’ 

most significant challenges.” 

 

The “Industrial Internet” rapidly increases the complexity of creating ever smarter, connected products. 

By closing the loop between early-stage engineering design activities, production processes on the plant 

floor and the service organization, manufacturers can reduce errors, increase flexibility in how they 

manage late-stage engineering changes, reduce work-in-process, and, ultimately, accelerate new product 

introductions. 

 

“The seamless flow of information across a discrete manufacturing organization, from design to 

manufacturing to service, is the dream of all executives,” said Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, 

PTC. “That dream becomes a reality with the GE-PTC solution and we are excited to be deepening our 

relationship with GE to address a real market need.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

JETCAM signs new dealer in South Africa 

3 December 2013 

 

Continuing on from expansion in the UK, Germany and South Korea JETCAM International s.a.r.l. 

today announced the appointment of a new dealer covering South Africa. 

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.StayCompetitiveWithGE.com&esheet=50763055&newsitemid=20131205005284&lan=en-US&anchor=joint+solution&index=4&md5=b28a567c33c61ad33d26bedbdf58451d
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TDM Solutions, with offices in Johannesburg & Cape Town, already offers a range of CAD/CAM 

solutions covering cutting technologies such as milling, turning, CNC simulation and is a member of the 

Toolmaking Association of South Africa (TASA). TDM Solutions currently has a number of high 

profile SA companies working within the Aerospace industry. The company will be offering JETCAM’s 

complete range of sheet metal and composite solutions across South Africa. 

 

Jim Plester, Sales Director said; “With the development of composites within the aerospace, automotive 

and transport sectors, we see the addition of JETCAM to our portfolio of solutions can only benefit local 

companies. TDM Solutions prides itself in providing the best possible local support and training; this 

ensures that our clients get the best return on their investment. ” 

 

Martin Bailey, General Manager for JETCAM International s.a.r.l. added; “With their existing CAM 

experience and local market knowledge TDM Solutions are ideally placed to sell and support our 

product range. This year has seen the greatest expansion of the JETCAM dealer network yet, and we are 

delighted to welcome TDM Solutions on board.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens and CADENAS Extend Partnership to Further Align STEM Education with Manufacturing 

Job Opportunities 

3 December 2013 

 

Siemens’ product lifecycle management (PLM) software business unit and CADENAS have extended 

their partnership to provide students in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) related 

fields, with free access to a popular product design productivity tool used by the global manufacturing 

industry. Siemens PLM Software’s academic partners – including students, researchers and educators – 

can now quickly and efficiently find and download standard parts from a massive digital database based 

on CADENAS’ widely-used PARTcommunity technology. By providing academia with the same 

technology used by many companies in the global manufacturing industry to instantly access millions of 

3D parts from more than 400 manufacturers, Siemens and CADENAS are helping to further align 

STEM education with real-world job opportunities. 

 

“Our academic program is focused on developing a highly trained and heavily recruited PLM 

workforce,” said Bill Boswell, senior director of Partner Strategy, Siemens PLM Software. “Student 

engineers and computer scientists who work with real-world data like this can be stronger graduates. In 

addition, they can save time and increase their productivity using standard parts – just like our customers 

do every day.” 

 

When manufacturing companies design new products, many of the parts they use are standard designs 

available from several sources. However, if these standard parts are difficult and time consuming to 

locate and identify, time is wasted searching through catalogs, or possibly even creating a new design 

for a part that already exists. As a result, for the past several years, manufacturers worldwide have used 

tools like CADENAS PARTsolutions to quickly locate and use standard parts so they can spend more 
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time on adding value to their product designs. This agreement makes this same level of product design 

productivity available to engineering students worldwide at no cost. Through geometric similarity 

searches, intelligent search systems and access to sensibly structured catalog data, the online catalog 

exposes students to concepts of mass customization and CAD model reuse, both of which are keys to 

productivity for future employers. 

 

Engineering excellence can only be achieved with practical orientation,” said Jürgen Heimbach, CEO of 

CADENAS. ”Students are now able to use the same resources as the industry pros.”  

 

The CADENAS catalog supports all of the 3D data formats relevant to the global manufacturing 

industry, including those associated with Siemens’ NX™ software, Solid Edge® software and the JT™ 

data format. For more information visit: siemensacademic.partcommunity.com/ 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 

ASCENT- Center for Technical Knowledge Experts Take Three-Pronged Approach to Education at 

Autodesk University 2013 

3 December 2013 

 

Rand Worldwide today announced that its courseware division, ASCENT- Center for Technical 

Knowledge, will have experts exhibiting and presenting at Autodesk University 2013. In addition, 

ASCENT will showcase the new Official Certification Preparation books along with ASCENT’s full 

selection of 2014 Autodesk Official Training Guides (AOTG), at booth #2114 from December 3-5 at the 

Venetian Resort and Casino in Las Vegas. 

 

“We are very excited to be arriving at Autodesk University with more than 60 titles released over the 

last eight months for Autodesk 2014 software,” says Paul Burden, director of product development, 

ASCENT. “All of these titles are available in our various formats, including our latest four titles for 

certification preparation. Our print, eBook, and online formats give our customers more choice in how 

they access content that enables them to improve their knowledge and productivity with Autodesk 

software.” 

 

ASCENT Presentation 

ASCENT author, Michelle Rasmussen, an AutoCAD Civil Infrastructure expert and Autodesk Certified 

Instructor, will deliver “Let’s Hit the Road, Jack: A BIM Workflow for Roads and Highways”. This 

engaging class will take attendees through an example workflow for a road and highway design project 

using Autodesk Infrastructure Design Suite Ultimate 2014 software. Attendees will receive deep insight 

into the software, its capabilities and how to maximize its value to improve workflows. 

 

http://siemensacademic.partcommunity.com/
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rand.com&esheet=50761170&newsitemid=20131203005419&lan=en-US&anchor=Rand+Worldwide&index=1&md5=00a05f5614112a5cbe952bb57f7f52f5
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ascented.com&esheet=50761170&newsitemid=20131203005419&lan=en-US&anchor=ASCENT-+Center+for+Technical+Knowledge&index=2&md5=6798baed117689a48f65b284f6d6e0bb
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ascented.com&esheet=50761170&newsitemid=20131203005419&lan=en-US&anchor=ASCENT-+Center+for+Technical+Knowledge&index=2&md5=6798baed117689a48f65b284f6d6e0bb
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ascented.com%2Fcourseware-solutions%2Fautodesk%2Fautodesk-certification%2Freview-for-certification%2F&esheet=50761170&newsitemid=20131203005419&lan=en-US&anchor=Official+Certification+Preparation+books&index=3&md5=f0877faa05ea2056ddadc157b33788f1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ascented.com%2Fcourseware-solutions%2Fautodesk%2Fcourseware%2Foverview&esheet=50761170&newsitemid=20131203005419&lan=en-US&anchor=2014+Autodesk+Official+Training+Guides+%28AOTG%29&index=4&md5=7484cad4edfb70dba10bd21162c035ce
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fevents.au.autodesk.com%2Fconnect%2FsessionDetail.ww%3FSESSION_ID%3D1646&esheet=50761170&newsitemid=20131203005419&lan=en-US&anchor=Let%27s+Hit+the+Road%2C+Jack%3A+A+BIM+Workflow+for+Roads+and+Highways&index=5&md5=e34699c221758aa03683bede59ba8faa
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Certification Lab 

ASCENT’s Official Certification Preparation books will be available for purchase at the AU Book Store 

(booth # 2114) and on loan in the Autodesk University 2013 Certification Lab to assist those seeking to 

achieve Autodesk Certified Professional status at the event. 

 

To further assist those who are studying for certification at Autodesk University, ASCENT authors, 

Michelle Rasmussen, and Jennifer MacMillan, an Autodesk Inventor expert and Autodesk Certified 

Professional, will be present in the Certification Lab to offer expert advice to attendees preparing for the 

exam. 

 

Michelle Rasmussen will be available: 

 Tuesday, December 3: 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 

 Wednesday, December 4: 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 

Jennifer MacMillan will be available: 

 Wednesday December 4: 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 

 Wednesday December 4: 2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

 

ASCENT Booth 

ASCENT is offering a 25% discount on all of its Autodesk Official Training Guides, Official 

Certification Preparation books, eBooks, and Instructor Tools when purchased in person at the AU booth 

(#2114). Attendees will also have an opportunity to meet and ask questions of ASCENT authors, 

Michelle Rasmussen and Jennifer MacMillan. And for the latest updates online, follow us on Twitter 

at @ASCENT_CTK. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

GibbsCAM to be Featured at Okuma Open House Supports all Okuma Machines  

2 December 2013 

 

Gibbs and Associates today announced that GibbsCAM will be featured at the 2013 Okuma Technology 

Showcase, a three-day open house event at the Okuma and Partners in THINC
®
 Headquarters in 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Okuma will have its latest technology on display, and will demonstrate the 

versatility and rigidity of many of its machines with live machining, including  

5-axis and multi-axis, multi-task machining (MTM). Also, in celebration of the 50th anniversary of its 

OSP control, Okuma will make available its THINC
 
OSP-P300 control for hands-on trials, and will hold 

several daily demonstration seminars (“demonars”) on various topics revolving around application and 

implementation of their technology. The 3-day event runs from December 10-12, 2013 at 12428 Sam 

Neely Road, Charlotte, North Carolina. GibbsCAM ease of use, versatility, efficiency, and range of 

capabilities will be demonstrated. Visitors should register in advance at www.okuma.com/events or at 

the event page, which also provides additional information.  

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FASCENT_CTK&esheet=50761170&newsitemid=20131203005419&lan=en-US&anchor=%40ASCENT_CTK&index=6&md5=fc9db853ba0f322aa67b5a224be9b3d0
http://www.okuma.com/events
http://www.cvent.com/events/anniversary-celebration-december-2013/event-summary-864bb34101514d86a98a71d4a6dc130e.aspx
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Gibbs and Associates is a member of Okuma America’s Partners in THINC, a collaborative network of 

over 40 companies that service the metal-cutting and manufacturing industry with specialized software, 

equipment, expertise and a commitment to solve problems and increase productivity for end users. With 

Okuma’s open architecture, PC-based THINC-OSP control as its nucleus, Partners in THINC strive to 

provide the best possible integrated solutions to end users. Gibbs accomplishes this with GibbsCAM, 

which supports all of Okuma’s machine tools, from the simplest 2-axis lathes and 3-axis mills to the 

most capable multi-tasking lathes and simultaneous 5-axis machining centers. Whether parts have 

simple geometry needing only 2.5-axis milling or 2-axis turning, or complex geometry requiring use of 

5-axis machining or multi-task machining (MTM), GibbsCAM can program them efficiently, verify 

toolpaths with gouge detection and interference checking, and dynamically simulate toolpaths on virtual 

machines before accurately post-processing them to generate optimal NC programs. Using the multiple 

features of GibbsCAM, manufacturers eliminate scrap, reduce cycle times, and maximize efficiency, 

safety and profits.  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

IMAGINiT Technologies Releases New Version of IMAGINiT Clarity at Autodesk University 2013 

2 December 2013 

 

Rand Worldwide today announced that its IMAGINiT Technologies division has released key new 

features for IMAGINiT Clarity, IMAGINiT Clarity LT, and IMAGINiT Clarity Workshare.  

 

IMAGINiT Clarity and Clarity LT extend the Autodesk Revit Server platform by improving team 

collaboration and time savings through security, management and monitoring tools, task automation and 

project dashboard reporting. Firms not using Autodesk Revit Server can improve their traditional file 

based work sharing approach, automate time consuming Revit software related tasks, build reports and 

more with IMAGINiT Clarity Workshare. 

 

“The IMAGINiT Clarity product line is specifically designed to address key challenges BIM teams face 

and this latest release further extends the functionality in an intuitive user experience,” says Tim 

Johnson, senior vice president, IMAGINiT Technologies. “Our development team has not only 

improved enhancements for saving time by automating manual tasks and collaborating more securely 

with everyone on the BIM team, but we’re also giving more business friendly purchase options by 

offering a perpetual license model as well as an annual rental option.” 

 

“While we chose to utilize IMAGINiT Clarity Workshare for a specific project, we have found that 

every project has the potential to benefit from the functions IMAGINiT Clarity offers specifically, the 

new Web Editing feature that allows our clients to provide comments and feedback that ties directly to 

Revit,” says Jason Gardner, BIM Manager of Hoefer Wysocki Architects. “IMAGINiT Clarity has been 

instrumental in not only saving us time and offering our clients more insight into their projects earlier, 

but it has also enabled me to automate many manual, project-based tasks, allowing me to focus my 

efforts towards critical company-based initiatives that would otherwise be postponed.”   

 

http://www.rand.com/
http://www.imaginit.com/
http://www.imaginit.com/clarity
http://www.imaginit.com/clarityworkshare
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-revit-family/overview
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The latest enhancements to the IMAGINiT Clarity product line continue to help solve the toughest 

challenges facing BIM teams today. IMAGINiT Clarity products: 

 Increase collaboration between all members of the BIM team regardless of their location or if 

they are a Revit user. For example, any BIM team member with permissions such as an interior 

architect, a facilities manager or marketing staff can review data and submit change requests 

back to the model via an intuitive web interface. 

 Offer greater task automation to ensure both people and technology resources are used most 

efficiently. Intuitive daily graphical views and weekly scheduling options show what resources 

are used to generate PDFs, DWG’s, reports and more. 

 Improve master planning by querying room data and datasheets across selected previous 

projects. 

 

Whether it’s liberating valuable information from the Revit model and allowing it to be shared with the 

expanded team or finding and solving a model block with a host server remotely using a tablet, the 

IMAGINiT Clarity family of products saves BIM teams time while making project management easier 

and more secure. 

 

Exclusive Presentations 

To highlight the business benefits of the IMAGINiT Clarity product line, IMAGINiT will be hosting an 

exclusive presentation at Autodesk University 2013 on Wednesday, December 4 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 

p.m. Hoefer Wysocki Architects will co-present, along with IMAGINiT experts, offering attendees 

feedback to their toughest questions from both developers and users. Attendance is free, but 

advanced registration is required. 

 

On Thursday, December 12, IMAGINiT will also be hosting a free 60 minute webcast to highlight the 

latest features in the IMAGINiT Clarity products. Led by a member of the team who developed the 

software suite, the webcast will take place at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Eastern. Attendance is free, but 

advanced registration is required. 

 

IMAGINiT Technologies has a long history of creating productivity enhancing software products that 

extend the value of Autodesk products, such as IMAGINiT Utilities for Revit,IMAGINiT Utilities for 

Civil 3D and IMAGINiT Utilities for Vault Server, Scan to BIM, and IMAGINiT Clarity and Clarity 

Workshare. With experts who are focused on design technology automation and customization, 

IMAGINiT is both an Autodesk Authorized Developer and a member of the Autodesk Developer 

Network. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Mentor Graphics to Host User2User 2013 India Conference in Bangalore 

28 November 2013 

http://au.autodesk.com/
http://www.imaginit.com/events/registration?eventid=a2w7000000005vDAAQ
http://www.imaginit.com/events
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/imaginit-utilities-for-revit
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/imaginit-utilities-for-civil-3d
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/imaginit-utilities-for-civil-3d
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/imaginit-utilities-for-vault
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/scan-to-bim
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/imaginit-clarity-for-autodesk-revit-server
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/imaginit-clarity-workshare
http://www.imaginit.com/software-solutions/imaginit-products/imaginit-clarity-workshare
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Mentor Graphics Corporation announced that it will be hosting its 9th annual User2User India 

conference on December 6, 2013 at Vivanta by Taj (the former Taj Residency), M.G.Road, Trinity 

Circle, Bangalore. 

 

This year’s conference will feature keynote presentations from Walden C. Rhines, CEO and chairman of 

Mentor Graphics Corporation and Surya Koneru, senior design engineering director, Cypress 

Semiconductor Technology. New this year, the conference includes an industry panel discussion on 

“India is an execution and not an ideation engine – so what?” comprised of Sanjay Tayal, senior 

engineering manager, Intel; Taher Madraswala, senior vice president , Open Silicon; Santhanakrishnan 

Raman, managing director, LSI India; Surya Koneru, Cypress Semiconductors; and Walden Rhines, 

Mentor Graphics as panelists. 

 

The Mentor Graphics® User2User 2013 India conference is part of the annual Mentor Graphics 

international user conference series. This highly interactive, in-depth technical conference focuses on 

real world experiences using Mentor® tools to design leading-edge products. Attendees share with their 

colleagues best practices and the experiences, challenges, tips and tricks that they have learned using 

Mentor tools to most effectively design, develop and deploy high-quality products. 

 

“The Mentor Graphics User2User conference provides a great opportunity for our customers to network 

with other Mentor product users to discuss their latest design challenges and learn of new ways to solve 

these challenges,” stated Hanns Windele, vice president, Europe and India at Mentor Graphics. “Our 

user conferences have seen continued growth year over year because of the benefit design engineers 

have seen being able to share best-practice methodologies. With an excellent conference advisory board 

consisting of executives from many of India’s largest technology companies, we’ve put together a 

program for this year’s conference that we are confident will exceed our past events.” 

 

User2User 2013 India offers attendees the opportunity to interact directly with other Mentor users, 

technology experts, and partners. It will feature 24 technical presentations, by many multinational users 

and Indian companies including STMicroelectronics, IBM, AMD, Xilinx, Microsemi, Honeywell, 

Ericsson, HCL, Aricent, Sienna ECAD, Cypress Semiconductor and ARM. The technology tracks in the 

forum will include IC Implementation and Test, Functional Verification, Physical Verification and 

System Design. This year’s conference will also have a ‘Best Paper Award’ for each technical track, and 

all the technical papers selected for the conference will carry a special award. For more information on 

the event and to register, go to: 

http://user2user.mentor.com/portfolio-item/user2user-bangalore-2013/ 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

SURFCAM 2014 R1 Makes European Debut at Euromold 2013  

29 November 2013 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2F&esheet=50759349&newsitemid=20131128005012&lan=en-US&anchor=Mentor+Graphics+Corporation&index=1&md5=e391629df64f9b3d67183bbcc2292982
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fuser2user.mentor.com%2Fportfolio-item%2Fuser2user-bangalore-2013%2F&esheet=50759349&newsitemid=20131128005012&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fuser2user.mentor.com%2Fportfolio-item%2Fuser2user-bangalore-2013%2F&index=2&md5=d5facdc65f44917153a4b605716b04fe
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Surfcam, Inc., a division of Vero Software, is pleased to be showcasing its latest version of SURFCAM 

2014 R1 during Euromold 2013 with German reseller 3D Concepts GmbH in Hall 8.0 Stand F102. The 

4 day event focusing on moldmaking, tooling, design and application development takes place from Dec 

3
rd

 to Dec 6
th

 at the Frankfurt/Main Exhibition Center. 

 

“SURFCAM 2014 R1 achieves the perfect balance between feature sets and ease of use and also 

provides something for everyone,” says German SURFCAM Reseller, Erwin Eggert of 3D Concepts 

GmbH. “We are excited to launch SURFCAM’s newest version to our customers which now includes 

Adaptive Roughing Technology as well as multiple enhancements designed to deliver additional ease of 

use and control in Masking, Chaining, Operations Manager, and Layering functionality. Customers will 

also be pleased to know that updated and additional CAD translators, postprocessors, and editNC are 

included in this new version at no additional cost.” 

 

SURFCAM 

SURFCAM will also be showcasing its new, cost effective, 3D modeling solution, Part Modeler 2014, a 

tool specifically designed for quick and simple construction and modification of solid models with fully 

associative drafting capabilities, loaded with native CAD Translators such as CATIA, NX, PTC and 

more. SURFCAM customers will also have the ability to seamlessly import native Part Modeler 2014 

CAD files into SURFCAM 2014. Special introductory pricing will be available at Euromold 2013 in 

Hall 8.0 Stand F102. 

 

SURFCAM  
SURFCAM continues to be an affordable and competitive solution for 2D and 3D modeling, and 

features easy to use CNC programming for 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-axis machining. SURFCAM products have 

been installed on more than 26,000 systems worldwide during the past 25 years. In that time, 

SURFCAM has grown to support 15 languages and has gained an outstanding reputation for training 

and providing the highest level of technical support to its customer base. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 

Synopsys Posts Financial Results for Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2013 

4 December 2013 

 

Synopsys, Inc., reported results for its fourth quarter and fiscal year 2013. 

 

For the fourth quarter of fiscal 2013, Synopsys reported revenue of $504.9 million, compared to $454.2 

million for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2012. Revenue for fiscal year 2013 was $1.962 billion, an increase 

of 11.7 percent from $1.756 billion in fiscal 2012. 
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"Synopsys achieved excellent results in fiscal year 2013, and we are seeing strong product and customer 

momentum," said Aart de Geus, chairman and co-CEO of Synopsys. "Amid a landscape characterized 

by a mix of economic uncertainty and aggressive investment in designs, Synopsys is in a very strong 

competitive position, as many key customers rely on us to accelerate their differentiation and speed their 

time to market." 

 

GAAP Results 

On a generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) basis, net income for the fourth quarter of fiscal 

2013 was $56.9 million, or$0.36 per share, compared to $29.1 million, or $0.19 per share, for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal 2012. GAAP net income for fiscal year 2013 was $247.8 million, or $1.58 per share, 

compared to $182.4 million, or $1.21 per share, for fiscal 2012. 

 

Non-GAAP Results 

On a non-GAAP basis, net income for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2013 was $88.3 million, or $0.56 per 

share, compared to non-GAAP net income of $72.4 million, or $0.47 per share, for the fourth quarter of 

fiscal 2012. Non-GAAP net income for fiscal 2013 was $381.4 million, or $2.44 per share, compared to 

non-GAAP net income of $315.5 million, or $2.10 per share, for fiscal 2012. Reconciliation between 

GAAP and non-GAAP results is provided at the end of this press release. 

 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://news.synopsys.com/2013-12-04-

Synopsys-Posts-Financial-Results-for-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2013 
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Implementation Investments 

ABB Epyon Selects Aras PLM with the Minerva Electronic PLM Solution 

5 December 2013 

 

Aras® today announced that ABB Epyon, a world leader in Internet-based charging infrastructure for all 

electronic vehicle (EV) charging standards, has selected Aras PLM and the Electronic PLM solution 

from Minerva. ABB Epyon’s PLM implementation includes comprehensive product lifecycle 

management with collaboration and change management for contract manufacturers in a single system. 

 

Key drivers in ABB Epyon’s selection were Minerva’s proven track record in the electronics industry 

with functionality designed specifically for electronics companies, as well as speed of implementation 

and cost effectiveness. “The depth of functionality in the solution targeted at the electronics industry was 

key as we could speed up our implementation and expand areas of coverage,” explained Niek Knapen, 

Director Industrial Operations at ABB Epyon. 

 

http://news.synopsys.com/2013-12-04-Synopsys-Posts-Financial-Results-for-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2013
http://news.synopsys.com/2013-12-04-Synopsys-Posts-Financial-Results-for-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2013
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ABB Epyon is a leading provider of Internet-based charging infrastructure for all EV charging 

standards. The company offers a total solution that includes broad charger portfolio supporting all 

charging standards, specific solutions for all location types, connectivity services to enhance the 

business, and pro-active global service and maintenance. With years of experience in creating, installing 

and maintaining charging infrastructure, ABB provides a complete charging solution that fits the needs 

of both drivers and service providers. Learn more at http://www.abb.com  

 

Together, the power and flexibility of the Aras platform and Minerva’s knowledge and experience in the 

electronics industry provide leading companies such as ABB with a very compelling PLM solution. 

”The number of new companies selecting Aras and the Minerva Electronic PLM solution proves that 

this combination of advanced PLM technology and targeted industry functionality is what electronics 

companies are looking for,” explained Leon Lauritsen, Director at Minerva, Europe’s leading Aras 

Certified Gold Partner working with ABB Epyon. 

 

“There is a clear shift in the market as large enterprise such as ABB increasingly recognize the 

advantages of the Aras approach to PLM,” said Peter Schroer, President of Aras. “Global companies 

require powerful solutions for complex processes combined with flexibility to continually transform 

their business in the future. Together with partners such as Minerva, Aras is providing PLM for the 

innovative products of tomorrow.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Adorn Fashions Leverages YuniquePLM’s Out-of-the-Box Solution to Enhance Accountability and 

Visibility Across its Vendors and Users 

3 December 2013 

 

After evaluating several solutions, Adorn Fashions®, one of the fastest growing brands of casual 

sportswear for the petite, missy and plus-size markets, has chosen Gerber Technology’s 

YuniquePLM™  software as a direct result of the Yunique team’s attention to the post-sales 

relationship. 

 

“This is huge for us,” said Ricky Zinn, vice president and COO of Adorn Fashions. “We have 

experienced a lot of growth in the past five years and are looking to take our business to the next level 

with YuniquePLM. We noticed that as we grew, complexity increased: we spent more time looking and 

less time doing. Our previous method of storing separate Excel® and Adobe® Illustrator® files in a 

repository is time consuming to organize, prone to errors and lacks accountability. In addition, searching 

within the repository favors one operating system over the other – furthering confusion. With Yunique 

Solutions’ out-of-the-box configuration, we were able to move through the first implementation phase as 

quickly as we have.”    

 

After Adorn Fashion’s early experiences searching for a PLM solutions provider, the company had strict 

requirements in selecting a solution. “We believed that by going with a one-stop-shop that combined 

both PLM and ERP solutions, we could save time and money; however, we found the opposite to be 

http://www.abb.com/
http://www.gerbertechnology.com/en-us/solutions/apparelretail/productlifecyclemanagement/yuniqueplm.aspx
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true,” noted Zinn. “If a provider does not specialize in either of the platforms, the entire solution can be 

crippled. With YuniquePLM, you have PLM experts who understand and have experienced, first hand, 

the challenges faced by tech, design, costing and production teams.” 

 

“We chose YuniquePLM because of the Yunique team’s focus on the post-sales relationship,” said Zinn. 

“To put it simply, successful implementation is the most crucial step, bar none, in having a successful 

PLM solution.” 

 

“Many companies focus on the benefits of their solution without putting enough effort into realizing the 

client’s goals,” said Bill Brewster, vice president of Global Sales and Marketing for Gerber’s Yunique 

Solutions business. “PLM is a combination of technology, people and process – and all three 

components are absolutely crucial for successful implementation. Our team strives to excel in each of 

these categories and our experience with many of the world’s best brands, retailers and manufacturers 

enables us to deliver a truly world-class platform. We have worked alongside the team at Adorn 

Fashions from day one because a superior post-sale relationship is the foundation of the YuniquePLM 

solution and something we strive to offer each of our clients.”  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

BMT Defence Services goes 3D with AVEVA Marine 

3 December 2013 

 

AVEVA announced that BMT Defence Services Ltd (BMT) has chosen AVEVA Marine software to 

better serve its current and future customers through improved design efficiency. BMT has selected 

AVEVA Marine to enable tighter integration between its hull and outfitting disciplines, aiming to 

improve design efficiency through closer collaboration between disciplines. 

 

'AVEVA Marine is used by our key clients, and many potential clients, and hence was an obvious 

choice for us,' said Roy Quilliam, Technical Director, BMT Defence Services Ltd. 'We are always 

striving to improve our internal processes, and ultimately to better serve our customers by giving them 

more effective solutions and services. Here, improving design efficiency was our key goal. We 

evaluated other products on the market, and determined that AVEVA Marine best suited our needs.' 

 

BMT is a leading independent centre of engineering design that provides complex engineering and 

design capabilities for UK and international defence customers. It is the design contractor for the 

Norwegian Defence Logistics Organisation’s logistics and support vessel which will be built by Daewoo 

Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (DSME) in South Korea, who have been using AVEVA software 

for more than 20 years. 

 

One of the main reasons behind BMT’s decision to adopt 3D software was the ability to produce an 

accurate weight estimate from the model, which was previously done using a combination of 2D and 

spreadsheets. This alone saved BMT around two to three man-months of effort on this project. AVEVA 
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provided tailored training for BMT employees to ensure rapid and efficient implementation. 'It is a big 

step to go from 2D to 3D, but with AVEVA’s support we were able to make the transition very 

smoothly. We will certainly look to deploy AVEVA Marine software on future projects as well,' added 

Mr Quilliam. 

 

'We are very happy that we can help BMT to improve their design processes by providing them with our 

proven, integrated solution,' said Fredy Ktourza, Senior Vice President, Western Europe & Africa, 

AVEVA. 'AVEVA Marine integrates engineering and 3D design data into one managed ship 

information model, which will enable BMT to work more efficiently with less risk of error.' 
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Product News 
 

3D Systems Ships Geomagic Capture 

4 December 2013 

 

3D Systems announced the immediate availability and shipping of Geomagic Capture
®
, a family of 

powerful, integrated desktop scanner and software tools for professional scan-based design and quality 

inspection ranging in price from $14,900 to $24,900. The company is exhibiting its entire Geomagic 

Capture family December 3-6 at EuroMold 2013 in Frankfurt, Germany as part of its 3DPRINTING 2.0 

showcase. 

 

Geomagic Capture is available in six configurations, and each package includes a compact, ultra-precise, 

blue light LED scanner directly integrated with Geomagic software including: 

 Geomagic Capture for SolidWorks
®
 

 Geomagic Capture for SpaceClaim
®

 

 Geomagic Capture for Design X 

 Geomagic Capture for Design Direct 

 Geomagic Capture for Control 

 Geomagic Capture for Verify 

 

Using Geomagic Capture, designers and engineers can for the first time instantly incorporate real world 

objects into CAD at their desktop. Using easy and intuitive software with direct CAD plugins Geomagic 

Capture compresses design time, increases productivity and delivers significantly faster product 

development cycles. Geomagic Capture packages address a variety of applications including precision 

desktop scanning and integrated high-quality inspection software with pushbutton workflow and 

automated reporting. 

 

http://www.3dsystems.com/
http://www.geomagic.com/en/products/capture/overview
http://www.euromold.com/index.php?id=51&l=1
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For more information visit http://geomagic.com/en/products/capture/overview/. 

 

3D Systems is commencing shipping of its game-changing Capture immediately and revealing a dozen 

new products that catapult its entire portfolio of design-to-manufacturing solutions forward at EuroMold 

2013 in Frankfurt, Germany, December 3 – 6, 2013 at the Frankfurt Messe, hall 11, stand E68. The 

exponential speed, size and capacity gains delivered by these groundbreaking printers, advanced 

material options, and new scan-to-design and inspection tools defines the very essence of 3DPRINTING 

2.0. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Advanced Solutions, Inc. Releases idsDesignTOUCH® AutoCAD® Plug-In for SMART Board® 

Interactive Displays 

5 December 2013 

 

Advanced Solutions, an Autodesk Platinum Partner and Authorized Training Center (ATC), today 

announced the release of its new idsDesignTOUCH® AutoCAD® plug-In, adding to its family of plug-

ins built specifically for SMART Board® interactive displays. 

 

The idsDesignTOUCH AutoCAD plug-in, allows users to interact with data and collaborate 

using Autodesk AutoCAD software and SMART Board® interactive displays. The interface works with 

multi-touch finger movements as well as the SMART Board pen. The plug-in is the latest development 

within the idsDesignTOUCH line of products and operates with AutoCAD 2014. 

 

The idsDesignTOUCH AutoCAD plug-in provides: 

 Intelligent SMART Board pen tray and touch recognition 

 Pan, zoom, pivot point orbit 

 Notes are captured as a part of the AutoCAD® model 

 View Capture utility integrated with SMART Meeting Pro™ software (PDF & PPT files 

supported) 

 Integrated with Bridgit® conferencing software to support global collaboration 

 

"SMART Technologies is extremely excited to be working with Advanced Solutions who have created 

the idsDesignTOUCH AutoCAD plug-in for SMART Board interactive displays," says Scott Brown, 

President, Enterprise for SMART Technologies. "Autodesk AutoCAD is the leading design application 

used by architects and designers and we are thrilled to see this plug-in extend the user experience 

beyond desktops to design review environments, providing superior collaboration for project teams -- 

it's a game changer." 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Altium Delivers Team Configuration Management Solution and New Version of Vault Technology 

3 December 2013 

 

Altium Limited announces the release of Altium Vault Server Version 1.2 and all new product Team 

Configuration Center (TC2). 

 

Hosted on an organization's own network infrastructure, the Altium Vault manages native electronic 

design data, including its revision history, life-cycle state and supply chain information. This new 

release adds ability to migrate data from one vault to another, and enhanced support for connecting to 

corporate enterprise systems, such as ERP and PLM. 

 

Altium Vault Server ensures that files released to manufacture meet release requirements and approvals. 

Additionally, re-used design elements offer a proven track record, so components being designed-in are 

viable for the lifecycle of the product. Organizations have a clear understanding of the upstream and 

downstream effects of the deprecation of any of these elements using powerful “where-used” 

capabilities. 

 

Key Business Benefits of Altium Vault Server 1.2  

 Traceability and Where-Used Information through disciplined revisions. 

 Shortened design cycles through design reuse. 

 Risk reduction through smart supply chain intelligence during design time, not after where it is 

most costly. 

 

A full overview of the Altium Vault Server can be found at http://www.altium.com/en/products/altium-

vaults. 

 

“We often see talented design teams having to work within processes that actually stifle innovation and 

provide little supply chain information during the design phase,” said, Marc Depret, Product Manager at 

Altium. “Engineers can spend as much as half their day just managing data. With Altium Vault Server 

1.2, they can focus on innovation, not endless paperwork and inefficient checklists.” 

 

Based on Vault technology Altium’s new Team Configuration Center (TC2) helps organizations 

centralize and standardize their design environment. Everything from design tool setup and 

configuration to document templates and manufacturing file formats can be set up and automatically 

deployed to each engineer’s desktop. 

 

This is a significant development, because failing to maintain a standard set of design styles and tool set-

ups has an often overlooked impact on team productivity. 

 

Until now, some organizations have turned to alternatives such as OS imaging or endpoint management 

http://www.altium.com/
http://www.altium.com/en/products/altium-vaults
http://www.altium.com/en/products/altium-vaults
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tools. However these solutions can be complicated to deploy and lack any understanding of a design 

team’s true requirements. 

 

By combining the Team Configuration Center with an Altium Vault, engineering team leaders can be 

confident that their designers are: 

 Working in a ready-to-go, reliable and company approved design environment 

 Using CAD library components that are known to be good and have acceptable supply chain 

solutions 

 Handing off designs to manufacturing that have passed checking and are in the correct format 

 

Altium TC2 avoids problems associated with managing and deploying engineering team design 

environments. 

 

A full overview of the Altium Team Configuration Center can be found 

at http://www.altium.com/en/products/altium-vaults/team-configuration-center. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

ANSYS Releases New Version of Flagship Products 

3 December 2013 

 

ANSYS announced the availability of its leading engineering simulation solution, ANSYS
®
 15.0, 

providing new, unique capabilities and enhancements that offer the most advanced approach to guide 

and optimize product designs. 

 

ANSYS 15.0 delivers major advancements across the entire portfolio, including structures, fluids and 

electromagnetics. In addition, this enhanced version enables complete multiphysics workflows for 

leading simulation practices. 

 

Highlights for structures in this release include giving users greater insight into simulating composites. 

Enhancements to the fluids portfolio features the capability for studying turbomachinery flow paths with 

greater fidelity than ever, while in electromagnetics, ANSYS 15.0 offers the most comprehensive 

electric motor design process. 

 

The release enhances ANSYS' pre-processing capabilities, enabling users to quickly and accurately 

mesh the widest range of model size and complexity regardless of type of physics simulated. ANSYS 

15.0 also builds on the company's global leadership in high-performance computing (HPC), speeding up 

already best-in-class performance by a factor of five. 

 

http://www.altium.com/en/products/altium-vaults/team-configuration-center
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"ANSYS 15.0 builds upon our four decades of leadership in engineering simulation software," 

said Walid Abu-Hadba, ANSYS chief product officer. "We've made dramatic upgrades in each of the 

key physics areas through performance improvements and the introduction of new solver capabilities. 

We continue to extend our leadership in simulation through such innovations as our adjoint solver, HPC 

scalability and efficient simulation modeling from the micron to the full system." 

 

Structural Analysis:  Advanced Materials Systems Design 

The release extends ANSYS' advanced solution for evaluating product performance of composites 

materials, which are often used to improve fuel efficiency by reducing weight. Simulating composites 

can require large mathematical solutions. To reduce overall computation time, ANSYS 15.0 facilitates 

submodeling techniques in the pre-processing workflow so users can create high-fidelity local results 

while employing a coarser model globally. 

 

ANSYS 15.0 also introduces a new multiphysics approach to composites simulation to optimize wireless 

design and thermal management. Users define spatially dependent material properties for 

electromagnetic simulation and then couple those results to the structural analysis. 

 

Other new features in the structural suite include: 

 Improved performance through innovative developments of completely new solvers, such as the 

subspace eigensolver for faster computation of eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies in structural 

analysis 

 Bolt thread modeling as a contact, rather than detailed geometry, when the user defines thread 

properties over a given cylindrical area 

 Multiple finite element models that can be assembled, leveraging all the setup details of 

individual models 

 

Fluid Dynamics: Turbomachinery Flow Path Solutions 

Turbomachinery developers are under tremendous pressure to improve efficiency and reliability. 

ANSYS 15.0 delivers the ideal high-fidelity solution for flow, thermal, stress and dynamics across a 

broad range of conditions and physical phenomena. Some of the enhancements include: 

 For forced-response analysis, the capability to directly export time-varying pressure loads 

determined in a transient flow simulation, in a form that can be immediately applied as a load in 

ANSYS Mechanical
™

 modal analysis 

 An exit-corrected mass flow boundary condition in ANSYS CFX
®
 that produces fast and robust 

simulation along the entire compressor speed line, from deep choke to stall 

 Built-in aero-elastic damping calculation and monitoring 

 

"With ANSYS CFX moving mesh capabilities, a certain range of geometric variants of the hydroturbine 

we design could be simulated easier and faster by morphing the computational mesh. This saves us pre-

processing time when evaluating different designs because we do not have to fully remesh each design 

variant," said Alexander Jung of Voith Hydro. 
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Additional examples of fluids enhancements include: 

 The adjoint solver supports problems with up to 30 million cells. Because of the adjoint energy 

equation's core functionality, observables can be defined as various integrals of heat flux and 

temperature — including averages and variances 

 The multiphase volume of fluid (VOF) model is up to 36 percent faster. Multiphase transient 

simulation is also faster thanks to new compatibility with adaptive time stepping 

 Heat transfer between fluid and fabricated solid structure components has been improved due to 

the introduction of multilayer shell conduction and anisotropic heat conduction simulation 

capabilities 

 

Electromagnetics: Electric Motor and Drive Design Methodology 

 ANSYS 15.0 advances the already-leading motor and drive design solution offered through 

ANSYS Maxwell
®

 and ANSYS Simplorer
®

 by extending integration into other physics. This 

advanced solution enables engineers to quickly explore design alternatives, detect fault 

conditions, integrate electric machines with power electronic drives and validate control 

software. This end-to-end solution ensures optimized, power efficient motor and drive designs. 

New highlights include: A new force-coupling capability between low-frequency 

electromagnetics (Maxwell) and structural (Mechanical) tools for acoustics analysis, delivering 

the insight to minimize noise in electric motors and other machines 

 A connection between circuit simulator Simplorer and automatic embedded code generator 

SCADE Suite
®
, creating a collaborative design environment for optimizing interactions between 

control system software and hardware. This design flow eliminates the silos between hardware 

and software development allowing users to validate the integration of a machine and the control 

software early in the design process 

 

"ANSYS 15.0's advanced motor design capabilities are phenomenal," said Dr. Dan Ionel, chief engineer 

at Regal Beloit. "The combination of magnetic vector hysteresis, NVH analysis and embedded software 

provides a comprehensive methodology for the design of efficient, reliable and optimized electrical 

machines working with the electric drive and digital control system." 

 

ANSYS 15.0 offers additional capabilities in the electromagnetics suite that drive high-speed wireless 

communication design including: 

 Specialized meshing technology for silicon substrates, redistribution layers, packages and printed 

circuit boards that creates 3-D meshes up to 30 times faster than previous releases. This new 

meshing technology appeals to a broad class of electrical engineers that previously relied on 

design rules or electromagnetic specialists to validate their designs. The speed and ease of use 

advancements allow 3-D electromagnetic analysis to be included earlier in the design process 

thus eliminating costly downstream errors. 

 Design flow customization that supports specialized workflows, such as cable modeling and 

transmission line modeling, using ANSYS HFSS
™

, ANSYS Q3D Extractor
®
 and ANSYS 

DesignerSI
™
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Streamlined Pre-processing  
ANSYS delivers pre-processing capabilities in each new release that automate simulation model setup 

while still providing flexibility to address application-specific requirements through manual methods. 

Much of this is enabled through the most complete set of meshing technologies, ensuring that users can 

robustly mesh the widest range of engineering applications. Incorporating the ANSYS Workbench 

platform, which provides an integrated workflow modeling paradigm across all physics, enables almost 

any problem to be set up in a single environment for achieving the best application-specific mesh 

possible. 

 

Extensive setup time can be a deterrent to applying simulation technology and fully realizing its 

benefits. ANSYS 15.0 includes many solutions for pre-processing automation and robustness, helping 

users perform simulation more efficiently, follow best practices, and, ultimately, arrive at results and 

engineering decisions significantly faster. Enhancements provide: 

 Dramatically enhanced performance through a parallel part-by-part meshing engine that delivers 

up to a 27 times reduction in meshing large assemblies 

 Fast creation of high-quality hexahedral meshes. ANSYS 15.0 creates such meshes 

automatically, even when multiple bodies or geometry orientations are present. 

 A dramatic reduction in meshing time. Fluent 15.0 meshing leverages its unmatched HPC 

capabilities and scalability to quickly deliver parallel meshing. For example, using eight cores, a 

42 million cell mesh can be meshed more than seven times faster than if a single CPU were used. 

 

"Thanks to the progress in Fluent meshing technology and workflow, pre-processing for an entire 

vehicle for an underhood air flow study really became a breeze. Starting from dirty CAD geometries and 

setting up a list of parameters in a template by the end of the day, you can get a good-quality volume 

mesh the next morning," said Qin Yang, aerothermal-fluid simulation and analysis engineer of Navistar, 

Inc. 

 

HPC Scalability 
ANSYS continues the tradition of HPC leadership with this latest release, reaffirming a commitment to 

software development that leverages the latest hardware computing technologies, no matter the physics 

discipline. ANSYS 15.0 delivers important new capabilities for HPC job management and remote access 

to simulation, supporting the trend toward scaled-up data center-based deployment of simulation. 

 

The latest release leverages the power of modern high-performance computing hardware and software 

technologies to provide solutions for large models in a compressed timeframe: 

 While delivering groundbreaking scale-up performance at 15,000 cores for large (100 M+ cells) 

models, Fluent features significantly improved solver and parallel efficiency at lower core 

counts. CFX scalability is improved on larger core counts. For example, an industrial six-stage 

axial compressor case showed a five-times speed-up 

 Maxwell delivers an HPC performance increase of five times due to advanced multithreading 

enhancements 
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 New multi-level HPC technology introduced in ANSYS HFSS enables users to leverage more 

nodes of a compute cluster or cloud environment to accelerate their design efforts through 

combined distribution of design parameters, frequencies and multi-core solvers, an industry first 

 

ANSYS 15.0 contains many more new capabilities, which are detailed at www.ansys.com/ansys15.0. 

Current customers can also download the latest version on the ANSYS Customer Portal. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Autodesk Charts the Future of Building Information Modeling 

4 December 2013 

 

Autodesk, Inc. unveiled several exciting new technologies for Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

today at its annual user conference, Autodesk University. With this announcements and numerous other 

recent innovations, Autodesk continues to extend BIM value across the full lifecycle of the built 

environment for Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) professionals in the building and 

infrastructure industries. 

 

“We are expanding the reach of BIM on multiple fronts -- into conceptual design on one end of the 

spectrum and into construction on the other. Our advancements are empowering professionals to move 

from designing objects and simply representing their ideas in 2D and 3D to designing in context while 

optimizing and better predicting the performance of their designs,” said Amar Hanspal, Autodesk senior 

vice president of Information Modeling and Platform Products. “Autodesk is helping to drive higher 

levels of productivity into the building design, infrastructure and construction industries both in the 

office as well as in the field with our expanding desktop, cloud and mobile portfolio.” 

 

Today’s announcements span all facets of the BIM process -- from conceptual design all the way 

through construction -- for both buildings and infrastructure: 

 Autodesk Dynamo and Autodesk FormIt Updates– For building designers, Autodesk 

announced a major update for computational design with the merger of Autodesk 

Dynamo and Autodesk DesignScript. Dynamo is an open source visual programming 

environment for BIM. It can be used stand-alone, or allows users to extend the parametric 

capabilities of Autodesk Revit software products. Autodesk DesignScript is a unique 

programming language, intended to help designers build and analyze complex geometric models 

that would be difficult to model with interactive techniques. Now both are coming together in 

Dynamo to deliver a clear confluence of the best of both worlds: a clean and modern UI that 

combines DesignScript responsiveness and visual feedback with Dynamo's tight integration with 

Revit. 

 

Autodesk announced that the BIM-based conceptual design tool, Autodesk FormIt, now includes 

a web-based application that runs on a choice of browsers for Windows and Mac (currently 

available in beta at autodeskformit.com). On all platforms – including previously released iPad 

http://www.ansys.com/ansys15.0
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-autodesk&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc.&index=1&md5=cc464c71003cba20ee5056f9a9ed1d00
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fbuilding-information-modeling%2F&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Building+Information+Modeling&index=2&md5=00c881aa2cedb8c0f892dcf7cc0320f1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fau.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+University&index=3&md5=baf0f6cf6491d8e5490b3d30d3027cae
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fautodeskvasari.com%2Fdynamo&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Dynamo&index=4&md5=103dc68ffb86a67a169353cd2a853e37
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fautodeskvasari.com%2Fdynamo&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Dynamo&index=4&md5=103dc68ffb86a67a169353cd2a853e37
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Flabs.autodesk.com%2Futilities%2Fdesignscript&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+DesignScript&index=5&md5=ba534d29c4cff453c0ef7489f9a1b07f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodeskformit.com%2F&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=autodeskformit.com&index=6&md5=cb3787cc281364cf403c6f9f44dcfaaa
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and Android versions – Autodesk FormIt gives architects and designers easy-to-use tools to 

create, collaborate and share early-stage design ideas and continue their BIM process by taking 

models straight into Autodesk Revit. FormIt for iPad has been updated to take advantage of iOS 

7 and also includes new energy analysis features that enable users to get simple indications of 

potential building performance – valuable insight at the beginning of the BIM process that can 

reduce rework later. 

 

Looking ahead, Autodesk demonstrated a forthcoming feature in the FormIt family of 

applications that supports real-time collaboration, enabling future designers to simultaneously 

access and collaborate on design models using their FormIt application of choice. 

 

For more on the Dynamo and FormIt updates, please see a related blog post here. 

 Graitec Acquisition – Expanding its capabilities in the structural detailing stages of BIM, 

Autodesk also announced the close of its acquisition of Graitec’s Advance Steel and Advance 

Concrete product lines and associated employees. Building on Autodesk’s current portfolio for 

structural engineering, the acquired product lines offer modeling, detailing, and fabrication 

solutions to support BIM-based steel and reinforced concrete workflows.* 

 Autodesk Structural Bridge Design - For bridge designers and engineers, Autodesk recently 

launched Autodesk Structural Bridge Design. Resulting from the August acquisition of 

technology assets from UK-based Bestech Systems, the new software is an important addition to 

the Autodesk BIM for infrastructure portfolio. Autodesk Structural Bridge Design gives 

engineers greater flexibility and efficiency in their small- to medium-span bridge design 

processes by integrating loading, analysis and code checking in a single environment. By using 

this unique approach, more consistent data can be used throughout the bridge design process 

allowing projects to be more quickly and accurately brought to completion. For more on 

Autodesk Structural Bridge Design, please see a related blog post here. 

 Azalient Technology Acquisition - Autodesk announced the acquisition of technology assets 

from UK-based Azalient Ltd. The acquisition helps support the evolution to BIM-based design 

workflows among traffic engineers and transportation planners working on roads, highways and 

railway projects. The acquired traffic analysis technology enables designers to simulate how 

people travel -- whether by automobiles, busses or trains -- in isolation and in series. It also 

provides transportation customers with tools to help predict demand for new infrastructure 

projects, forecast how to handle future demand and predict traffic disruptions caused during 

construction, with the addition of cost and benefit analysis of alternative infrastructure designs. 

Terms of the acquisition were not disclosed.* 

 Topcon Collaboration – Building upon Autodesk's existing collaboration with Topcon, the two 

companies are working together to further improve the integration of BIM workflows and field 

layout to support greater predictability, productivity and profitability. Autodesk is developing a 

new BIM 360 mobile app for iPad that further simplifies the process of precisely locating BIM 

coordinates on a construction site. Designed for general contractors and MEP trades, the app 

controls a robotic total station – as well as the new LN-100 3D positioning system from Topcon 

announced yesterday -- that can accurately position control and layout points on the construction 

site, and as-built data can be fed back into the design model via BIM 360 for quality assurance. 

 

These announcements follow numerous other major investments Autodesk has made in recent months to 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Finthefold.autodesk.com%2Fin_the_fold%2F2013%2F12%2Fnews-for-building-designers-updates-to-autodesk-formit-and-autodesk-dynamo.html&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=here&index=7&md5=11eb32db40d93d9f2b02403f1e805251
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.autodesk.com%2Fpress-release%2Fcorporate-sustainability%2Fautodesk-signs-agreement-acquire-structural-fabrication-and-d&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=acquisition&index=8&md5=f4d3b23a9cf7f02fd1aacd49debc53e1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Fstructural-bridge-design%2Foverview&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Structural+Bridge+Design&index=9&md5=00e9747a32ac20f04e99cc6b7baba65d
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Finthefold.autodesk.com%2Fin_the_fold%2F2013%2F12%2Fintroducing-autodesk-structural-bridge-design-2014.html&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=here&index=10&md5=d861759c38f3c37431b74733a81ad4a9
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expand BIM for infrastructure and construction. In infrastructure, Autodesk recently launched Autodesk 

InfraWorks 360 Pro, Autodesk Roadway Design for InfraWorks 360 Pro and Autodesk Vehicle 

Tracking (based on the acquisition of technology assets from Savoy Computing). 

 

In construction, Autodesk BIM 360, cloud-based mobile-accessible tools for pre-construction 

coordination through field execution, has seen dramatic uptake in the past year. Autodesk adds about 50 

new users per day for BIM 360 with approximately 15,000 monthly active users, up 65 percent year-

over-year. 

 

Autodesk has gained numerous construction customers among the global top 100 firms. For example, 

Gilbane Building Company, a top 25 contractor and top 10 construction management firm in the US
1
, 

recently made a major new investment in Autodesk BIM 360 Glue and Autodesk BIM 360 Field web 

services thanks to the productivity gains the company sees. 

 

“BIM 360 Glue has really enabled us to improve our on-site workflow, because we can now bring a 

three-dimensional model into the field with us. And our quality control has gone up threefold, just by 

being able to walk with a model and seeing how the building is supposed to be built before it's actually 

constructed. So we can more effectively identify problems before they actually become problems in the 

field by being able to see more clearly how it's supposed to be built, and using that model to enable us to 

construct it correctly,” said Daniel Raimer, Senior Project Engineer and Quality Manager, Gilbane 

Building Company. 

 

Added Hanspal, “The product updates, innovations and acquisitions we’re showing at AU clearly 

demonstrate that we are keeping our foot on the gas and continuing to invest in and expand our BIM 

portfolio to meet the evolving needs of the industry. No other provider can come close to delivering the 

kind of value up and down the BIM spectrum that Autodesk does. We intend to continue extending our 

advantage in 2014 and beyond.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk First to Bring Computer-Aided Manufacturing to the Cloud 

3 December 2013 

 

Autodesk, Inc. unveiled Autodesk CAM 360—the industry’s first cloud-based solution for computer-

aided manufacturing (CAM). 

 

By tapping into the near infinite computing power of the cloud, CAM 360 allows users to take 

advantage of collaboration tools and shared data storage, and provides users with unparalleled ease-of-

use and flexibility. CAM 360 allows users to rapidly engage with co-workers and customers, and turn 

around the most demanding machining projects much faster than ever before. Additionally, CAM 360 is 

the multi-platform CNC programming solution that transcends the normal limitations associated with 

traditional desktop workflows. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Fautodesk-infraworks%2Foverview&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+InfraWorks+360+Pro&index=11&md5=c04c45c03d2e0ed219f5844c284d6d18
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Fautodesk-infraworks%2Foverview&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+InfraWorks+360+Pro&index=11&md5=c04c45c03d2e0ed219f5844c284d6d18
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Fvehicle-tracking%2Foverview&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Vehicle+Tracking&index=12&md5=763652d23f79b83b291906faf4087d4b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Fvehicle-tracking%2Foverview&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Vehicle+Tracking&index=12&md5=763652d23f79b83b291906faf4087d4b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Fbim-360%2Foverview&esheet=50762136&newsitemid=20131204005296&lan=en-US&anchor=BIM+360&index=13&md5=847642078879aac464436bc868771710
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-autodesk&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc.&index=1&md5=2347f9800764659132458311e0e12852
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcam.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=CAM+360&index=2&md5=bdf49e6679dd95a15dbdbb09edabfa9b
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Since a difference of mere hours in the manufacturing process can impact delivery time, CAM 360 is 

built upon Autodesk’s proven HSM technology, which greatly improves efficiency and effectiveness for 

the entire supply chain. Companies gain the flexibility to proactively address any manufacturing 

problems or irregularities that might occur during the design to manufacture process. 

 

A True Cloud-Based Design to Manufacturing Solution 

CAM 360 builds upon Autodesk’s existing suite of cloud service offerings for manufacturers, which 

provide users virtually anytime, anywhere access to flexible, next generation tools to create, simulate 

and turn their digital prototypes into physical reality. In addition to CAM 360, the company's 

manufacturing cloud service offerings include Autodesk PLM 360, Autodesk Sim 360 and Autodesk 

Fusion 360. 

 

“Two years ago, we launched PLM 360, creating a new paradigm for product lifecycle management,” 

said Robert “Buzz” Kross, senior vice president at Autodesk. “In September 2012, we broke down the 

barriers to testing and analysis with Sim 360. Last year, we ushered in a new era of cloud-based 

design with Fusion 360. And now, Autodesk delivers the final piece of the solution—manufacturing—

with CAM 360.” 

 

Unlike standalone CAM tools, CAM 360 is an integrated cloud-based solution that allows users to take 

advantage of Autodesk’s next generation Digital Prototyping platform, including the modeling tools 

found in Fusion 360. 

 

Availability 

CAM 360 is expected to be generally available next year in select markets. For more information and a 

chance to experience CAM 360, visit www.cam.autodesk.com. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cimatron & DMG MORI expand Cooperation on Post Processing 

4 December 2013 

 

Cimatron Limited announced that its integrated CAD/CAM software CimatronE now enables safe 

connectivity to DMG MORI machines and controls without the need for custom post processors or 

machine simulations. 

 

“CimatronE has long offered one of the largest, error-free libraries of post-processors for practically all 

3-axis and 5-axis machines and all leading controllers, and we are happy to now go one step further in 

providing safe connectivity to all DMG MORI machines,” said Mr Ira Bareket, Cimatron’s VP Sales 

and Marketing. 

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodeskplm360.com%2F&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+PLM+360&index=3&md5=96a1953ab2042cdab8c8ef39df99a514
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fsimulation-software%2F&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Sim+360&index=4&md5=272be318430dd892ddb429278b0544b2
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Ffusion-360%2Foverview&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Fusion+360&index=5&md5=053d8da4608470c47aa5b5ae7f92ae4e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Ffusion-360%2Foverview&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Fusion+360&index=5&md5=053d8da4608470c47aa5b5ae7f92ae4e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fadsk%2Fservlet%2Fpc%2Fitem%3Fid%3D14224393%26siteID%3D123112%26DCMP%3DOTC-pr-bkross&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=Robert+%E2%80%9CBuzz%E2%80%9D+Kross&index=6&md5=2030147522337086c47381cb2b3e8d17
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcam.autodesk.com%2Fcam.php&esheet=50759468&newsitemid=20131203005085&lan=en-US&anchor=www.cam.autodesk.com&index=7&md5=271916275e470f6e5ad52bb13145d6d4
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The development is the result of cooperation between Cimatron and DMG MORI that enables 

CimatronE customers to use the company’s machines with MAPPS controls without the need for custom 

post-processors or machine simulation models. CimatronE users continue to program parts in the way 

they are used to but, rather than running a standard Cimatron post-processor, a DMG MORI-specific 

APT-CL file is generated in CimatronE. This will then be imported into the Manufacturing Suite product 

from DMG MORI, outputting a G-code that is loaded into the MAPPS controller of the machine. 

 

The development is expected to result in improved overall tool shop productivity across the board given 

the much simpler and quicker experience it offers to NC programmers sending data for machining. 

 

“Cimatron is pleased to have partnered with DMG MORI on this important initiative, which will help to 

promote seamless, confident and error-free machining among our customers worldwide,” said Mr 

Bareket. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

COMSOL Multiphysics® 4.4 Shines with a New COMSOL Desktop® and Upgraded Tools for 

Powerful Multiphysics Modeling 

27 November 2013 

 

COMSOL, Inc., announced the release of COMSOL Multiphysics® 4.4, the latest version of its 

powerful platform for the modeling and simulation of electrical, mechanical, fluid, and chemical 

applications. 

 

New COMSOL Desktop Interface for Windows® Offers Enhanced User Experience 

A ribbon design has been introduced to the COMSOL Desktop® environment, when run on Windows® 

platforms, to provide easier navigation and an enhanced user experience. By grouping commands and 

displaying them as needed, the ribbon makes it easier to find and use the tools available to let you get 

your work done faster. Commands are grouped and ordered according to the main modeling tasks, 

which are themselves grouped under dedicated tabs for definitions, geometry, physics, mesh, study, and 

results. The COMSOL Desktop brings several additional workflow improvements, such as a one-click 

select feature that enables faster selections in the graphics window. Using this feature, users can now 

hover over a boundary or domain to highlight it, and then select it with a single click. Another 

noteworthy feature is the new auto-complete search function, which allows you to quickly find the 

postprocessing variables you need among the many that are created when working with multiphysics 

models. 

 

“The new user interface in COMSOL 4.4 offers excellent usability and guidance by delivering a 

complete overview of all the physics and features available in a structured way,” says Ed Fontes, Chief 

Technology Officer at COMSOL AB. “The ribbon provides users with a clear picture of the workflow 

of the modeling process, helping them to quickly and easily determine the functionality that is available 

for each of the steps involved.” 
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New Multiphysics Coupling Capability with the Multiphysics Node 

A completely new Multiphysics node is now available in the model tree, enabling streamlined setup of 

multiphysics models. It allows users to easily expand upon combinations of single-physics interfaces by 

choosing from a list of relevant multiphysics couplings. “Years of being the leader in simulating 

multiphysics applications has led COMSOL to develop this method for governing the modeling 

workflow,” says Bjorn Sjodin, VP of Product Management at COMSOL, Inc. “The Multiphysics node 

gives you a comprehensive overview of the available couplings in your model. You can then control 

how to account for multiphysics phenomena by deciding how the physics included in your simulation 

interact with one another.” 

 

Introduction of the Mixer Module 

The new Mixer Module, an add-on to the CFD Module, was designed specifically for the analysis of 

stirred mixers and reactors used in the manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, food, fine chemical, and 

consumer products. With its dedicated features for simulating mixer and impeller designs, as well as 

concentrations, velocities, and temperature profiles, the Mixer Module is ideal for accurately modeling a 

variety of industrial processes. The Mixer Module expands on the rotating machinery capabilities of the 

CFD Module by providing features for the simulation of turbulent and laminar flow, Newtonian and 

non-Newtonian fluids, free surfaces, non-isothermal flow, and reacting flow. The Mixer Module 

provides results on a number of quantities specific to mixing, such as mixing efficiency, power draw, 

and the impeller pumping number. 

 

New Functionalities in COMSOL 4.4 

COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 also introduces a variety of enhancements to existing functionalities of the 

software. “COMSOL is committed to providing reliable and intuitive simulation tools that support 

creativity and save precious development time,” says Svante Littmarck, CEO of COMSOL, Inc. 

“COMSOL 4.4 delivers on this mission by providing significant upgrades to the capabilities of the 

software, therefore ensuring that users can verify and optimize their designs with the highest accuracy.” 

These improvements offer increased performance and usability throughout the entire product suite: 

 Geometry and Mesh – Core functionality enhancements include new geometry subsequences 

for user-defined geometric primitives, if/else statements in the model tree for geometry creation, 

and mesh export to NASTRAN® file formats. 

 Mechanical and Acoustics – The Structural Mechanics Module now provides easy access to 

rotordynamic forces and includes a new fast penalty method for contact. Joints with friction and 

three new joint types have been added to the Multibody Dynamics Module, while new evaluation 

methods for nonlinear materials and thermal fatigue are now included in the Fatigue Module. 

The Acoustics Module now offers aeroacoustics simulations based on the linearized Euler 

equations, enabling better simulations of noise in jet engines, mufflers, and gas flow meters. 

 Heat Transfer – The Heat Transfer Module now includes two fast and memory efficient 

methods for modeling radiation in participating media, the thermoelectric effect, and heating in 

biological tissues. 

 Fluid – Surface wall roughness for turbulent flow and a more efficient outlet boundary condition 

have been added to the CFD Module. Mass and energy conservation for laminar flow is greatly 
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enhanced thanks to updated flow formulations. 

 Electrical – The AC/DC Module now contains a nonlinear magnetic material library. A new 

feature in the RF Module enables the simulation of components with ports on interior 

boundaries. The Wave Optics Module now includes scattering with a Gaussian background field 

and Laser Heating interface. The Semiconductor Module has been enhanced with many updates, 

including heterojunctions and tools for impact ionization. 

 Multipurpose – The Optimization Module is now expanded with a new gradient-based method 

for topology optimization, and a gradient-free method for geometric dimensional optimization. 

Particle-field and fluid-particle interactions can now be easily modeled in the Particle Tracing 

Module using a new efficient method. 

 Interfacing – User-defined selections can now be synchronized in 

LiveLink™ for SolidWorks® and material selections and material names can be synchronized 

within LiveLink™ for Inventor®. The ECAD Import Module now enables multiphysics 

simulations using the ODB++ format for printed circuit board (PCB) designs. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Delcam’s ArtCAM Pro includes Distortion Modelling for Complex Shapes 

4 December 2013 

 

The 2013 release of Delcam’s ArtCAM Pro CADCAM software for artistic applications has made it 

much easier to create complex designs, with a new approach called interactive distortion 

modelling.  This allows users to distort either vectors or reliefs within ArtCAM models by bending or 

stretching the design, and to see the results in real time. 

 

Unlike most other CADCAM systems, ArtCAM Pro is aimed at skilled artisans rather than engineers 

and requires little knowledge of engineering or computing.  It has been particularly successful in the 

signmaking, woodworking and engraving industries.  In these areas and in other artistic applications, 

ArtCAM Pro allows users to increase productivity, improve quality and deliver new designs more 

quickly, by combining their craft skills and creativity with the power and precision of computer-aided 

manufacturing. 

 

The addition of interactive distortion modelling in the latest release makes ArtCAM’s unique free-relief 

modelling even more powerful.  Interactive distortion modelling makes it possible to create the most 

complex shapes quickly and easily, with the ability to see the effects of any changes as they are being 

made. 

 

Once the design of the particular element has been finalised, it can be moved, rotated, rescaled and 

copied, either individually or as part of a group.  Any part of the design can be isolated, edited and then 

recombined into a group for duplication or further editing within the group.  At any stage in the process, 

either individual items or a group of items can be saved within ArtCAM Pro’s clipart library for use in 
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future projects. 

 

A second major focus in the new release is on vector creation and editing.  New snapping options make 

vector creation much quicker.  They include the ability to snap to anything in the design, including any 

point on a vector, intersections between vectors, guidelines and key points within a model, such as the 

origin, centre and corners. 

 

The Vector Doctor has been enhanced so imported vectors can be cleaned up more quickly.  Duplicate 

vectors and vectors longer, shorter, larger or smaller than specified sizes can be identified 

immediately.  In addition, "quick-select” functions help to spot unobvious open vectors that could cause 

machining issues. 

 

Vectors can now be joined when they are mirrored using any of the many mirroring options in ArtCAM 

Pro.  This allows faster creation of vertical and horizontal vector patterns.  In addition, vectors can now 

be offset interactively by dragging the offset to the required position as well as by a specified amount. 

 

Another new option in ArtCAM 2013 is the ability to specify colours for areas within different height 

bands, making it easier to sculpt reliefs to a required depth. 

 

On the machining side, a new strategy gives the ability to add linear or curved fluting to designs.  The 

fluted-weave machining option also allows fluting toolpaths, including Celtic weaves, to be created from 

vectors. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam CRISPIN adds KeyShot Rendering and new Design Tools to ShoeMaker 

27 November 2013 

 

Delcam CRISPIN has launched the 2014 release of its ShoeMaker CAD software for the design of all 

types of footwear.  This version offers improved visualisation of designs with the new KeyShot 

rendering engine, the ability to create lasts for boot designs, more options for heel design, and additional 

items in the extensive library of accessories supplied with the software. For further details on the new 

release, please go towww.footwear-cadcam.com. 

 

ShoeMaker is the only footwear CAD program to integrate fully the 3D design of lasts, uppers and 

soles, so allowing the complete shoe to be developed and visualised in a single system.  This integrated 

approach benefits all footwear designers, but is particularly advantageous for companies making sports 

shoes and other designs that include complex soles. 

 

With the KeyShot rendering software now built in to ShoeMaker, laptops, tablets or smart-phones can 

be used to show more realistic images of new designs to prospective buyers for styling and marketing 

http://www.footwear-cadcam.com./
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reviews.  This reduces the need for physical samples, cutting overall costs and shortening product time 

to market. 

 

Similarly, using more realistic images improves communications between design and manufacturing 

teams, minimising the chance of errors and again helping to introduce new designs to market more 

quickly. 

 

A more advanced rendering package, KeyShot CAD Pro, is available as an upgrade which offers 

additional features including unlimited rendering resolution, render queues and turntable animation. 

 

The images have also been made more realistic with more options for shoe relaxation.  The relaxation 

can now be spread either smoothly or linearly, and with different effects for designs that either do or do 

not feature a tongue. 

 

ShoeMaker 2014 also has the ability to design a boot leg extension for any last.  The full range of 

dimensions to control the shape of the extension can be entered and edited in the 2D window, and the 

design is then created in 3d.  Once the design has been finalised, it is possible to grade the extension 

area, simultaneously with the other areas of the last.  

 

A new series of options for heel creation has been added, including options specifically for the design of 

stiletto, flat-breast and straight heels.  A range of sliders and buttons can be used to adjust the heel 

parameters, such as the amount of curvature on the front, back and sides of the heel, and the tangency at 

the top of the curves. 

 

A key part of ShoeMaker’s ability to speed up the creation of novel designs is the large library of data 

supplied with the software, including ranges of materials of different types and colours, plus accessories 

including eyelets, buckles and zips.  This library has been extended with the addition of more styles of 

loops, most of which can also be used as lugs.  Two new stitch types have also been added to the stitch 

library. 

 

ShoeMaker still offers a very easy-to-learn interface, making it ideal for concept designers that might 

come from an artistic background rather than an engineering education.  All of the icons feature specific 

footwear imagery, making the software very intuitive to use. 

 

Of course, ShoeMaker remains fully compatible with the complete range of Delcam CRISPIN software 

for 2D and 3D manufacturing, including the programs for costing, material cutting, mouldmaking and 

inspection.  A single file can be used for each complete project, from initial concept design through to 

mass production.  This makes data management and project planning much simpler, and so allows faster 

introduction of new designs, with greater confidence that the designer’s intent is captured in the finished 

footwear. 
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ESI Releases the latest Version of VA One; the Complete Vibro-Acoustic Simulation Solution 

3 December 2013 

 

ESI Group announces the latest release of VA One. VA One is used by manufacturers across the globe 

to predict and resolve potential noise and vibration problems up front in their development process, so 

they can deliver more competitive products and comply with tougher noise regulations. VA One is the 

only software solution on the market that enables the simulation of noise and vibration across the full 

frequency range by seamlessly combining key vibro-acoustic modeling methods: Finite 

Elements (FEM), Boundary Elements (BEM), and Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) in a single model. 

 

VA One was launched in 2005, with the ambition to provide VA simulation engineers with an all-in-one 

software solution that could couple statistical and deterministic modeling methods in a hybrid way, to 

allow the simulation of noise and vibration across the full frequency range. Today, ESI teams have 

achieved the goal set in 2005. The latest version of VA One covers the full spectrum of frequencies with 

great flexibility, delivering precise vibro-acoustic simulation results. This unique capability is reinforced 

by an improved workflow integration, to enable faster turnaround times.” Sebastien Chaigne, recently 

appointed Vibro-Acoustic Solution Director at ESI Group. 

 

VA One allows engineers to get a precise idea of a product’s future vibro-acoustic performance by 

setting up interior or exterior acoustic models, coupled if necessary with a vibrating structure having 

various types of excitations. 

 

The latest version of VA One now takes into account Hybrid Area junctions between FE cavities and 

SEA panels: enabling engineers to improve the characterization of small cavities, as required to develop 

home appliances, cabins, or small vehicles, for example. 

 

Furthermore, VA One now enables engineers to couple BEM and FE cavities. This allows, for example, 

the simulation of a duct radiating noise externally; a situation relevant to investigating the noise from 

HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) systems or automotive exhausts. 

 

VA One’s new functionality, connecting BEM to FE cavities, allows us to simulate the vibroacoustic 

performances of complex HVAC ducts. This unique feature is essential to ensure the right allocation and 

dimensioning of air ducts of on board HVAC systems, from which radiation could not be effectively 

modeled without using hybrid methods.” Joan Sapena, Acoustics R&D manager at Alstom Transport 

France. 

 

VA One provides the perfect environment to support all types of VA simulation needs – from checking 

early design concepts through the detailed component design phase, to troubleshooting in the virtual 

qualification test phase. It can also be used for product cost and weight optimization by simulating 

http://www.esi-group.com/
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/virtual-performance/va-one
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/virtual-performance/va-one
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite_element_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite_element_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_element_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_Energy_Analysis
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/virtual-performance/va-one
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/virtual-performance/va-one
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/virtual-performance/va-one
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/virtual-performance/va-one
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various sound package scenarios, while preserving product specifications. 

 

Transmission Loss (TL) can now be calculated and plotted for all sources and receivers, including BEM, 

Semi-Infinite Fluid and Diffuse Acoustic Field (DAF). This is useful to users who need to model 

acoustic transmission loss through walls and panels, at any stage of the design or development project. 

 

New functionalities that provide improved customer experience and workflow integration include GUI 

customization. Users can now customize their toolbars in order to map their design process and thereby 

ease handovers between different teams. VA One’s Developer’s Kit has been updated to support Python 

3, allowing for the creation of dialogs within VA One’s environment. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

faciliCAD Releases Web Manager Version 2 

5 December 2013 

 

faciliCAD LLC announces the release of Version 2.0 of its browser-based Web Manager component. 

Web Manager Version 2.0 offers a compelling set of new and enhanced tools for facilities professionals 

helping them to better optimize and manage their facilities. 

 

faciliCAD software helps organizations plan and manage their space portfolios to maximize productivity 

while reducing costs. faciliCAD’s Web Manager component is a web-based graphic and report viewer 

that can display predefined or custom reports. This powerful tool allows users to quickly and easily 

access strategic facility information in real-time while securing data. Web Manager combines tabular 

information from the faciliCAD database with graphic information from faciliCAD Autodesk® 

AutoCAD® drawings. It is the perfect tool for data extraction and reporting in both hard copy output 

and electronic file output or to display live data during a meeting or an end-user search. 

 

Key features in Web Manager Version 2.0 include:  

 Enhanced security settings with end user control 

 Error tracking and notifications 

 Dramatic increase in performance speed 

 Supports printing resolution up to 600 DPI 

 New and enhanced reports for Rooms, Suites, Employees, Assets and Organizations 

 Data Extractor can create, export and save ad hoc reports 

 Find Room & Find Employee tool provides immediate, accurate occupancy information 

 

“Expanding our utilization of FaciliCAD through Web Manager has provided numerous time-saving 

benefits to our employees including access to current floor plans, emergency action plan reference info 

and visual reports such as occupancy status and for locating employees,” said John Feltman, Industrial 
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Engineer at Northrup Grumman. “This real-time access to current floor plans is often used in meetings 

for quick visual reference and planning. The database reporting capability is utilized frequently by 

multiple users as well. Service and support is always top notch. We are very pleased with the flexibility 

and capabilities of this valuable tool.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Free of Charge Mobile Game Application for Designers 

2 December 2013 

 

ASCON Group is pleased to present Machinator (translated from Latin as “inventor”), a mobile game 

application. Machinator helps develop engineering thinking in three-dimensional space. 

 

The mobile constructor provides the possibility of timed assembly of interesting three-dimensional 

models with differing degrees of complexity – from a meat grinder to a helicopter. The game was 

released for the iOS and Android operating systems. 

 

The application has its own “store”, where players can select among the variants offered for assembly 

free model or purchase a more intricate one. Any model, be it a microscope, motorcycle or transformer 

robot, has the necessary number of details sufficient for assembly. Assembly can be started with any of 

them; the main thing is to find the location of the detail in space. Assembly is timed with the help of a 

timer. In case of difficulty, players can opt to be given a clue, but there is a time penalty for doing so. 

Players can share their results with other players by posting the resulting assembly on their Facebook 

account page.  

 

Anyone can be the author of a game model. If you know how to work in 3D modeling systems, then it 

won’t be too hard to create a model in KOMPAS-3D or KOMPAS-3D Home and send it for inclusion in 

the game. In the near future, a special resource will be opened for accepting Machinator models from the 

public. 

 

The game was created to accommodate work with different 3D models on mobile devices and employs 

the most modern technologies that allow users to play with models of varying degrees of complexity and 

scale. 

 

The game can currently be downloaded from AppStore at 

https://itunes.apple.com/app/machinator/id635173175?mt=8 and an GooglePlay at 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.ascon.machinator 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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GEOMATE Releases Calculations Suite for CAD Users 

5 December 2013 

 

GEOMATE introduced DXFCALCS Suite 2014, a collection of three robust applications that enable 

CAD users to solve a wide range of engineering and design challenges with unprecedented ease, speed, 

and accuracy.   

 

That is possible because DXFCALCS Suite 2014 is based on GEOMATE’s groundbreaking graphical 

calculation technology that virtually eliminates mathematical calculations and equation solving from the 

engineering design process. 

 

DXFCALCS Suite 2014 was developed based on inputs from thousands of users and includes following 

solvers that work with geometry saved in DXF file format in any popular CAD application: 

1. GrafiCalc Elements 7.0 enables users to conceptualize, analyze, and solve day-to-day 

`engineering design challenges while making informed decisions. $129 

2. ToleranceCalc 6.0 is breakthrough software that makes 1D/2D tolerance stack-up analysis of 

parts and assemblies in any CAD application as easy as spell checking. $129 

3. SectionCalc 4.0 is a software wizard that enables users to simultaneously calculate all vital 

section properties of any CAD cross-section in one easy step. $99 

 

More Information: http://www.dxfcalcs.com 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

GRANTA MI Version 7 Launched: Designed for the Realities of Materials Information Management 

3 December 2013 

 

Granta Design has announced the latest release of GRANTA MI™. Version 7 is the most capable and 

robust yet. It focuses on helping user organizations to deal with engineering realities, drawing on 

Granta’s unrivalled experience of implementing materials information management at leading 

engineering enterprises worldwide. Version 7 enhances core tools for managing the materials data 

lifecycle. It reinforces GRANTA MI as the system to deliver materials information and associated 

applications to a uniquely wide range of engineers, scientists, and managers. 

 

Enhancements to core features include a simplified web tool through which any authorized user can 

upload materials data, from anywhere. Advances in graphing and querying provide greater insight as 

users compare data from different sources – for example, test results and handbook data. Performance 

improvements further optimize what is already a robust, scalable, enterprise solution. Such capabilities 

help users to build and maintain a single, controlled, traceable source for corporate materials data, to 

manage the lifecycle of every property in that database, and to ease the workflow from test results to 

approved design data. These are key objectives for user organizations, such as those in the Material Data 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.dxfcalcs.com/
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Management Consortium (MDMC), the collaborative project with members including Boeing, GE, 

Honeywell, NASA, and Rolls-Royce. Recent new members are Doosan Babcock, Embraer, and 

Eurocopter.   

 

In real engineering enterprises, it is not enough simply to build a great materials database. Data must be 

used. GRANTA MI is unique in the range of applications for materials information that it supports. This 

goes far beyond materials engineering and structural engineering to include design, simulation, 

environmental and regulatory teams, and teams making strategic materials decisions to optimize 

purchasing or global manufacturing. Most users are not experts in the system, so Version 7 enhances 

ease-of-use and interactivity, for example, during charting. And it’s now easy to configure a wizard user 

interface to provide engineers with guidance on materials choices based on their own company’s 

business rules. 

 

A key technology in deploying materials data to engineers and managers is MI:Materials Gateway™. 

GRANTA MI Version 7 incorporates Version 2.0 of this technology, which enables users of CAD, 

CAE, and PLM to access and apply materials data directly within their host system. This provides an 

unprecedented level of integration for materials data with design, simulation, and product lifecycle 

management. It makes GRANTA MI a fully-embedded, consistent component across the user’s choice 

of software from leading providers such as ANSYS, Autodesk, Dassault Systèmes, PTC, and Siemens 

PLM. 

 

In practice, corporate materials data is often messy and rarely complete. GRANTA MI Version 7 

recognises this reality, complementing proprietary data with a comprehensive library of authoritative 

reference data on metals, plastics, composites, and more. Enhanced tools make it easier to apply this 

resource to “fill the gaps” in in-house data, with full traceability. Updated data is available for Granta's 

unique MaterialUniverse™, which provides broad coverage of the full property set for virtually every 

type of purchasable engineering material. Updates to in-depth references for specific materials classes 

include the latest versions of MMPDS aerospace alloys, StahlDat steels from the German Steel Institute, 

MI-21 metals from World Metals Index and TWI, CAMPUS and IDES plastics, and composite data 

from Firehole Composites. New GRANTA MI packages combine the software and data needed for 

specific applications, smoothing implementation. These include new templates that combine a best-

practice database design with tailored tools for a particular industry, material type, or use. There are 

packages for metals, composites, and plastics; for the aerospace, automotive, and medical device 

industries; and to support implementation of corporate materials strategies or restricted substances risk 

reduction. 

 

“Over the years, Granta has supported many of the world’s leading engineering enterprises in effectively 

managing and using their corporate materials information”, explains Dan Williams, Product Manager for 

GRANTA MI, concluding that“this has allowed us to develop an unrivalled knowledge of real-world 

realities and challenges, and to design Version 7 to meet these needs.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Introducing Autodesk Structural Bridge Design 2014 

4 December 2013 

 

This week at Autodesk University, Autodesk Structural Bridge Design 2014 was unveiled as one of 

several software updates and introductions aimed at expanding BIM workflows across the full lifecycle 

for buildings and infrastructure.  

 

Following closely on the heels of our Autodesk Vehicle Tracking 2014 announcement last month, the 

new Autodesk Structural Bridge Design 2014 software will help address the urgent need to repair or 

replace the world’s aging bridges. 

 

According to the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, within the 

next 15 years, almost half of America’s bridges will exceed 50 years of age, surpassing the life span for 

which they were designed.  Technological advancements may be the key to addressing this urgent bridge 

dilemma by helping to accelerate design processes and reducing costs. 

 

Obviously, the urgent need to repair or replace aging bridges is not exclusively an American challenge, 

it’s one widely shared around the globe. To help bridge designers tackle the challenges they face, 

they’ve expanded their portfolio of transportation solutions with the launch of Autodesk Structural 

Bridge Design 2014.  

 

Based on field-proven technology acquired from UK-based Bestech Systems Limited, Autodesk 

Structural Bridge Design 2014 software helps give engineers greater flexibility and efficiency in their 

small- to medium-span bridge design processes by integrating loading, analysis, and code checking in a 

single environment with the additional advantage of being able to generate full hand calculation style 

reports directly from analysis results.  

 

Key features and capabilities include: 

Speed delivery of bridge designs to help accelerate project completion 

 Create detailed designs faster with productivity tools that help you define bridge components 

quickly, and easily incorporate them into the analytical model 

 Help save time with automatic calculations of section properties for all shapes and materials, and 

allow for stages of construction where necessary  

 Help speed the design process on small- to medium- span bridge projects with software that 

automatically generates optimized traffic loading in a fully integrated environment 

 Refine design options faster with automated design updates in a ‘define-analyze-code check’ 

loop whenever parameters are changed  

Improve accuracy and reliability with detailed bridge design calculations 

 More easily understand structural behavior with side by side graphical displays of data and 

results at all stages of analysis and design 

http://inthefold.autodesk.com/in_the_fold/2013/11/from-parking-lots-to-intersections-new-autodesk-vehicle-tracking-2014-software-aims-to-improve-our-transportation-environmen.html
http://www.transportation.org/Pages/default.aspx
http://investors.autodesk.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=117861&p=RssLanding&cat=news&id=1848369
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 Review pass/fail criteria for beams from graphical displays of actual and limiting load effects 

 Review code check requirements with detailed hand calculation–style reports that are created 

with full formulae and code referencing 

 Use embedded screen graphics within the calculation sheet to help clarify the reports and aid in 

the checking process 

Maintain more consistent data, context, and processes across project lifecycles 

 Design sections and bridge beams based on a variety of international standards 

including Eurocodes, AASHTO LRFD, British Standards (BS 5400 and DMRB), 

and Australian and New Zealand Standards 

 Develop a more economical solution using a single system that doesn’t require import, export, or 

need to convert data, helping to save time 

 Help save money when you produce reports that require minimal editing throughout project 

development by generating calculations directly from the system 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

InventorCAM 2014 sets the Standard for Integrated CAM Software in Autodesk Inventor 

3 December 2013 

 

InventorCAM from SolidCAM is the leading integrated CAM for Autodesk Inventor. InventorCAM 

provides software modules for all types of CNC application and includes the company’s revolutionary, 

patented iMachining technology. As a Certified Autodesk Inventor Partner, InventorCAM is seamlessly 

integrated inside the CAD system and has full toolpath associativity with the Inventor model, 

automatically revising CAM toolpaths to keep up with any design changes.  

 

InventorCAM 2014 has more than 100 new enhancements across all its modules: iMachining 2D & 3D, 

2.5D Milling, HSS, HSR/HSM, Sim 5X, Turning, Advanced Mill-Turn for multi-turret and multi-

spindle machines, as well as a new module - Solid Probe.  

 

For its powerful 2.5D Milling module, additional Toolbox roughing and finishing operations have been 

added, while threading and engraving operations have been enhanced. In addition, the HSS 

complementary module for surface machining has been upgraded with new lead-in ramping options. 

 

InventorCAM 2014’s powerful 3D Milling solution comprising the High Speed Roughing (HSR) and 

High Speed Machining (HSM) modules has new algorithms which provide additional strategies and 

benefits. These include Hybrid Machining, faster multi-core calculation, which uses the full power of 

your computer’s processors, and smoother surface finishes. 

 

The latest software includes major enhancements to the Simultaneous 5 axis module. New tilting options 

have been added and improvements made to the SWARF, 5X Drill and Convert HSM to Sim 5X 

operation, which converts 3-axis machining to 5-axis machining.  

http://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
https://bookstore.transportation.org/item_details.aspx?id=1924
http://shop.bsigroup.com/ProductDetail/?pid=000000000000214515
http://www.dft.gov.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/
http://www.standards.org.au/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/bridge-manual/
http://www.inventorcam.com/cam-solutions/
http://www.inventorcam.com/imachining/imachining-overview/
http://www.inventorcam.com/imachining/imachining-overview/
http://www.inventorcam.com/cam-solutions/autodesk-inventor-integration/
http://www.inventorcam.com/cam-solutions/autodesk-inventor-integration/
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Sim 5X has three new powerful operations, while the new Multi-blade machining operation easily 

handles impellers and bladed disks, with multiple strategies for efficiently roughing and finishing every 

part of these complex shapes. The Port machining operation is a new and easy to use method for 

machining ports with lollipop milling tools. Four strategies are provided to completely finish a port: 

Rouging, Rest Rough, Spiral and Plunge Finishing. For deburring and trimming, the new Contour 5-axis 

machining strategy tilts the tool along a chained 3D profile according to defined tilt lines, making it 

ideal for these processes. 

 

The Advanced Mill-Turn module in InventorCAM 2014 handles any type of multi-turret and multi-

spindle CNC machine and sets the standard for easy programming for these complicated machines.  The 

Machine control operation MCO, balanced roughing, multi-turret synchronization and full machine tool 

simulation have all been extensively improved. 

 

InventorCAM’s patented iMachining 2D module, with its Technology Wizard, provides users with the 

fastest cycle times, saves 70% machining time and more, is unmatched for hard material machining, 

gives significantly longer tool life and offers outstanding small tool performance. Now, with the 

iMachining 3D module, users can automatically produce a complete, ready to run CNC program, with 

optimal cutting conditions, for 3D Parts. This is achieved by the software’s expert Knowledge-based 

Technology Wizard, roughing and rest roughing a complete 3D part, with true scallop on all slopes, all 

in a single operation. iMachining 3D, combined with its full-depth step-down, intelligent step-up, 

localized machining and smart positioning, achieves the shortest optimal cycle time for roughing and 

semi-finishing of molds and complex 3D parts. 

 

iMachining 3D makes it easy to mill prismatic parts which include hundreds of pockets and islands. This 

can be done in one operation, without the need for defining geometry chains from the solid model of the 

part and the solid model of the stock. iMachining 3D will generate the toolpaths automatically and 

optimally, producing significant time savings. 

 

In InventorCAM 2014, the iMachining 3D tool path is automatically adjusted to avoid collisions 

between the holder and the updated stock at every stage. Without holder consideration tools need to be 

long for safe machining. By taking the holder into account, iMachining 3D enables engineers to use 

short rigid cutters. New in InventorCAM 2014 is an option for step-up rest-rough, after each step-down, 

leaving more room for tool holder avoidance, allowing more of the part to be machined in one operation. 

 

InventorCAM continues to push the CAM boundaries with the launch of its new Solid Probe module.  

Solid Probe enables the user to do the setup and to perform part measurement cycles during machining. 

Additionally, it supports tool presetters and tool breakage detection. Machining operations and Probe 

operations are intermixed in the CAM manger, with both using the same geometry. As with all 

InventorCAM operations, should the solid model change, both the machining and probe operations 

automatically synchronize to the new design, keeping full associativity between product development 

and product manufacture. 
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IronCAD Launches Integration into GrabCAD 

4 December 2013 

 

IronCAD, LLC, and GrabCAD, announced the GrabCAD Integration within the IronCAD Design 

Collaboration Suite of products. This integration delivers enhanced collaboration capabilities to 

IronCAD's customers within the extensive GrabCAD community and with users own Workbench shared 

projects. 

 

The GrabCAD Integration allows users to transfer their work directly to GrabCAD creating shared 

IronCAD files and preview images. GrabCAD users today are already using the GrabCAD Library to 

share their work with the world, and the GrabCAD Workbench to share projects with trusted colleagues. 

Now it's even easier for them to transfer IronCAD files directly, simply by selecting "Upload to 

GrabCAD". 

 

"The IronCAD Design Collaboration Suite today provides real collaboration by enabling users to 

communicate design data seamlessly throughout their design process within their organization." 

commented Cary O'Connor, IronCAD's VP of Marketing, "The GrabCAD Integration is a natural 

extension for our solutions and we are excited to offer customers the direct integration to share files and 

projects within their online design groups and with the GrabCAD community." he continued. 

 

The GrabCAD Integration is available immediately and is included in the 2014 or newer versions of the 

IronCAD Design Collaboration Suite of products. Visit www.ironcad.com/download to download and 

access the GrabCAD Integration. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

LATISTA™ Brings BIM to the iPad for Optimum Project Collaboration 

3 December 2013 

 

Textura
®
 Corporation, a leading provider of collaboration solutions for the construction industry, 

announced today that LATISTA Technologies, a Textura solution and leader in field management 

solutions for construction, is introducing BIM for the iPad, to be unveiled at the Autodesk University 

2013 Conference.  

 

LATISTA has taken the use of building information models (BIM) in the field to the next level by 

introducing its BIM solution for the iPad. LATISTA with BIM is integrated into the already award-

winning LATISTA cloud and mobile solution. This new solution renders models rapidly and allows 

users to easily navigate, interact with, and launch workflows from a model right in the field. Watch a 

demonstration here or for live demonstrations, visit the LATISTA booth (# 2007) at the Autodesk 

University 2013 Conference in Las Vegas, NV, from December 3rd through 5th. 

http://www.ironcad.com/download
http://www.texturacorp.com/
http://bit.ly/1amJWtT
http://au.autodesk.com/
http://au.autodesk.com/
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Users can publish Autodesk BIM models to the LATISTA Cloud and then these models can be 

synchronized to iPads for use in the field. LATISTA with BIM unlocks the data within the model, 

giving crews access to the information they need right at their fingertips to complete their work to the 

highest possible standards of quality. A user can virtually walk into a room in the 3D model, locate a 

piece of equipment, touch it, see all of the information associated with it, and launch a workflow.  

 

"Our goal is to eliminate obstacles for our field users. To do this, the LATISTA with BIM solution 

needed to render models super-fast, be easy to interact with, and be powerful enough to generate 

mission-critical workflows. We truly believe that LATISTA offers the best-in-class BIM in the field 

solution," said Chris Ramsey, President of LATISTA-Textura.  "LATISTA with BIM will enable project 

teams to even further improve quality and eliminate delays, providing an even higher return-on-

investment for our customers." 

 

Field personnel can drill down into systems and equipment to find schematics, photos, and operations 

and maintenance manuals; view a log of any issues recorded against the item; and view in‐progress and 

completed inspections. LATISTA with BIM saves projects' time, which saves money. 

 

"LATISTA with BIM gives our users information they didn't previously have access to in the field. We 

are resolving conflicts more quickly and more smoothly, which keeps our project on schedule," 

said Brant Fischer, project solutions consultant with Messer Construction (LATISTA beta program 

user). 

 

With this new release, LATISTA continues to deliver market-leading field management collaboration 

solutions that lower costs, reduce rework, and eliminate delays. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

MachineWorks Launches Brand new Polygonica Website 

27 November 2013 

 

MachineWorks Ltd, provider of CNC simulation & verification and polygonal mesh processing software 

has launched a brand new website for its latest software technology, Polygonica. 

  

The new Polygonica website has been created independently from the current company MachineWorks 

website. 

  

Polygonica was born out of MachineWorks core technology.  Since 1994 MachineWorks has been 

developing and optimising a Boolean engine to heal solid models and run CNC simulation in the 

demanding CAD/CAM environment. 

  

Additive manufacturing is just one of the many markets that has to deal with complex polygon meshes 

http://bit.ly/1eNoEKY
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603746@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603747@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603747@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
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files and has to make 3D models watertight in order to successfully produce a part. 

  

David Knight, Polygonica Sales Manager "We felt that Polygonica could fill the gap in the market for 

automatic STL fixing.  The unique performance of the Boolean engine behind Polygonica meant that 

dramatic time savings - from hours to minutes - could alleviate bottle necks that software was causing in 

the 3D printing industry. Further, the robust algorithms behind Polygonica can heal extremely 

challenging meshes that other technologies could not reach." 

  

Fast processing of polygon mesh does not only apply to 3D printing.  Many other industries such 

as medical,engineering, design and 3D animation struggle with large numbers of polygons. 

  

Polygonica is now a product on its own right with its own audience and as such it needed its own web 

presence Now Polygonica has its own url at http://www.polygonica.com/.  Designed for easy navigation, 

the Polygonica website presents an overview of what the technology can achieve but of course the best 

way to see what Polygonica is capable of it is to actually try the software. 

  

One of the exciting features on the new website is a chat facility to allow visitors to talk to the team 

instantly and resolve any immediate queries. 

 

You can also meet the Polygonica team in person at Euromold on hall 8, stand G111  or listen to Dr 

David Knight's presentation about Preparing CAD Models for Additive Manufacturing at 

the Design+Engineering Forum, on Wednesday, the 4th of December at 10.00 am in hall 11.0, stand 

F68. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

OPEN MIND Technologies AG: hyperMILL 2013.2 with further Innovations 

5 December 2013 

 

OPEN MIND presents hyperMILL® 2013.2. The new advanced CAM software has been vastly 

improved, primarily in its CAD component, hyperCAD®-S, which facilitates and speeds up the user’s 

work – also with respect to tool and mould making. 

 

In hyperCAD
®
-S, OPEN MIND has developed its own CAD system that is ideally matched to the CAM 

system hyperMILL
®

. This CAD solution is specifically designed to address the requirements of NC 

programmers. In Version 2013.2, hyperCAD
®
-S has been improved in a number of ways. 

 

Importing and analysing parts 

Tool and mould making, in particular, is always associated with geometries from a variety of sources. 

To import these reliably, hyperCAD
®
-S comes with a series of first-rate interfaces. They have now been 

enhanced for the import of 2D entities, 3D meshes and dimensions as vector graphics by adding a 

DXF/DWG interface. This allows for layers, colours, line types and workplanes to be imported, 

provided they were defined in the origin system. 

http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603750@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603751@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603752@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603753@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603754@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603755@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603756@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603757@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
http://clicks.machineworks.com/email/S-1788395@603758@35cgYY3n3IBsrqiCQYB4spotIaHMjUODHIk7qo4EK94.@
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If the parts are stored in hyperCAD
®
-S, they can be analysed thoroughly. Extensive functions are 

available to do this as well. 

 

A new feature is the recognition of double entities. Regardless of whether this involves curves or faces, 

also within solids, as soon as they occur twice, they will be recognised and displayed. First, the 

component is displayed as transparent; the double parts found are then highlighted in the selection 

colour. This provides a quick overview: “The advantage of this new function is the reliable removal of 

double entities already in the CAD part of the system, which saves a lot of time during CAM 

programming,” explains Wolfgang Weiss, product manager for hyperCAD
®

-S at OPEN MIND. 

 

It is also helpful to now have the option to reverse a current selection. Through the inversion, the user 

can quickly isolate certain entities by, for example, selecting, inverting and rendering invisible other 

surrounding entities. What remains are the entities of interest. “It’s a very important command, which 

makes the work substantially easier,” says Weiss. 

 

The analysis phase features the ‘Info Two entities’ command. When applied, the maximum distance 

between two entities selected is now also shown. 

 

Editing parts 

CAM users too must be able to make constructive changes to imported parts to some degree so as to 

prepare them optimally for NC machining. This often also includes the filleting of faces. Using 

hyperMILL
®

 2013.2, it is now possible to generate constant fillet faces between two faces or tangential 

chains that are trimmed and extended automatically. 

 

Advanced edge curve recognition has also been added. This is a fully integrated function that 

substantially facilitates the user’s work. The new command creates the topology of the faces, ‘sews’ 

them together and generates a clean edge boundary. 

 

The command ‘Integration of texts’ is used to generate text along CAD entities such as lines, arcs and 

sectors. The text then appears on the part as engraving. 

 

In order to access commands quickly at all times, there is now a list of the most recently used 

commands, which can be clicked on quickly from the workplane. The list comprises ten commands by 

default, but can be extended in any manner needed. It is the user who decides what is useful. 

 

Finally, OPEN MIND has developed a new data format for hyperCAD
®

-S, ‘hyperMILL
®

 CAD 

Template’ (hmct). This allows users to create, save and re-use templates in a meaningful manner. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Sefaira Integrates Performance-Based Design with BIM Process 

3 December 2013 

 

Sefaira, a leader in software for high performance building design, today announced that its energy 

analysis platform now supports Autodesk® Revit models, integrating Sefaira further into the Building 

Information Modeling (BIM) eco-system. Sefaira for Revit enables architects to perform energy analysis 

on Revit models starting with the first design iterations and throughout their design process. By 

expanding its support to include one of the most popular BIM platforms, Sefaira further reinforces its 

commitment to empower architects to incorporate energy analysis into early stage building design. 

Sefaira for Revit is the first performance analysis tool built for architects that delivers intuitive 

comparison of design options and parametric analysis to BIM. Sefaira's web app provides a wealth of 

performance and sustainability information in the form of integrated whole-building analysis of energy 

use, water use, carbon emissions, thermal comfort, and renewable energy. Its cloud-based analysis 

engine generates results in seconds with as few as three inputs -- a massing, building location and 

building type -- while providing the rapid feedback that architects need to drive performance-based 

decision-making. With its user-friendly interface, Sefaira helps architects develop an intuition for 

building performance, allowing them to respond to performance requirements creatively. 

 

Sefaira responds to demand for Revit support 

More than 200 leading architecture firms globally use Sefaira. Many firms have requested Revit support, 

including: 

 

Heather Gayle Holdridge from Lake Flato Architects, who said: "Our firm is committed to using 

building information modeling on all projects so we can integrate sustainable systems with construction 

detailing and administration. It is important to have building performance simulation integrated into this 

process as well. Decisions related to energy and daylighting are critical and this kind of information will 

be more accessible if they are integrated into the tools we already effectively utilize." 

 

Paul de Ruiter from Architectenbureau Paul de Ruiter in the Netherlands said: "We recently licensed 

Sefaira's software to use as our analysis tool for sustainable performance. It allows us to make the right 

decisions during the first stages of the preliminary design, which ultimately will reduce the energy cost 

for the end users of the buildings. As an active BIM user, the integration with Revit was one of the key 

reasons we chose Sefaira. Sefaira makes the BIM process even more efficient whilst making better 

performing buildings." 

 

Sefaira CEO Mads Jensen said, "Autodesk Revit has a wider user base than perhaps any other BIM 

platform in the industry, and because high performance building design holds the promise to create a 

truly sustainable built environment, we are excited to work with Autodesk and their many customers to 

implement best practice and leading edge software for sustainable design." 
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SolidProfessor Unveils New Autodesk Training Content at Autodesk University 2013 

3 December 2013 

 

SolidProfessor is excited to introduce several new training products alongside the launch of their new 

website, www.solidprofessor.com. SolidProfessor, known for their CAD/M training resources, is now 

offering comprehensive eLearning solutions for AutoCAD, Inventor, Revit, Civil 3D, Mastercam, 

SolidWorks and CAMWorks with prices starting at just $39/month. This new line of products broadens 

SolidProfessor's already extensive library of content and provides a convenient and cost-effective 

method for AEC businesses to learn and take full advantage of these evolutionary AutoDesk software 

tools. 

 

SolidProfessor is unveiling their new training offerings at Autodesk University 2013 in Las Vegas. 

Attendees at A.U. should be sure to swing by SolidProfessor's exhibit, Booth 100, for a demonstration of 

the new product line, and to also try their luck at the roulette table in this fun casino-themed exhibit. 

Giveaways include t-shirts and pens, as well as the chance to win prizes such as free 6-month training 

memberships, or a bar tab courtesy of SolidProfessor. Whether one is curious about the new line of 

products or just anxious to escape the typical trade-show attractions, the SolidProfessor exhibitor's booth 

will be both highly informative and a lot of fun! 

 

For over a decade SolidProfessor has provided simple, easy-to-follow video tutorials for CAD/M 

software, helping users develop their skills and find the answers to their design questions. SolidProfessor 

delivers the ultimate reference tool for users with unique training plans that cater to individuals, design 

and engineering teams at commercial enterprises, and the classroom and lab environments found at 

academic institutions. No matter a user or group's skill level, SolidProfessor provides step-by-step 

instructions that serve as a helpful reference tool for both beginners and even the most advanced users. 

So if you're attending Autodesk University in Las Vegas this year, be sure to stop by and experience for 

yourself all of the exciting new developments happening at SolidProfessor! 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Tekla BIMsight 1.9 Strengthens Design-Build-Operate (DBO) Workflows 

3 December 2013 

 

Tekla, a Trimble company, delivered Tekla BIMsight 1.9, the latest version of its free, easy-to-use 

software tool for building information modeling (BIM) project coordination. Tekla BIMsight now 

supports Trimble SketchUp (.skp) models to improve the design coordination process and BIM 

collaboration. The new version also brings improvements for concrete professionals with rebar 

measurement and improved clash detection. 

 

Tekla BIMsight is a construction and design coordination tool with emphasis on three 

Cs: Combining models, Checking for conflicts and Communicating issues. In addition to models from 

http://www.solidprofessor.com/
http://www.trimble.com/
http://www.sketchup.com/
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SketchUp—one of the world’s most popular modeling tool used for creating, updating and 

communicating designs in 3D—Tekla BIMsight 1.9 also supports other common formats (IGES and 

STEP) for more efficient and wide-ranging BIM collaboration. 

 

By supporting SketchUp models, Tekla BIMsight 1.9 strengthens the links between two of the key 

software applications in the design-build-operate (DBO) portfolio offered by Trimble Buildings—a 

Trimble group focused on delivering advanced, accessible, intuitive technologies to help make the 

construction industry more productive by enhancing collaboration between all project stakeholders. 

 

“Tekla BIMsight and SketchUp continue to set the standard in helping construction professionals 

achieve more accurate and predictable projects,” said Bryn Fosburgh, Trimble Vice President. “The 

more robust connection between these two products will help our customers collaborate more effectively 

across teams and improve their project workflows.” 

 

Improvements for concrete professionals 

Tekla BIMsight serves all disciplines of the construction industry and this version delivers new 

functionalities for concrete construction professionals – engineers, fabricators and contractors. Thus 

some of the biggest new features of version 1.9 are selecting and measuring rebar and running conflict 

checks with reinforcement models. 

 

“Tekla is working on concrete with the same passion we have for the steel industry. Tekla BIMsight 1.9 

is a great example of a product release that really brings value to Tekla concrete customers and enhances 

the use of 3D models not only for drawings and quantities, but using the model as a basis for 

communication and construction project coordination,” stated Jarkko Stenvall, Director, B&C CIP 

Concrete segment, Tekla. 

 

More global than ever 

Tekla BIMsight has so far been available in six languages (English, German, French, Spanish, simplified 

Chinese and Japanese). The new version makes Tekla BIMsight available in five more languages: 

 Korean 

 Chinese (traditional) 

 Dutch 

 Italian 

 Russian 
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Visual Technology Services Release V2.9 PDF3D-SDK for 3D PDF Developers 

5 December 2013 
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Developers and programmers within the CAD PLM, Engineering, Geospatial and Oil & Gas markets 

can now download the highly anticipated new release of Visual Technology Service’s PDF3D-SDK. 

 

As part of a full product suite update, the PDF3D V2.9 release is filled with many new features to make 

3D PDF creation even easier, faster and more intelligent both from a developer’s viewpoint as well as 

the end-user. 

 

Supporting even more formats, file types and languages, V2.9.0 has been enhanced to integrate easily 

with existing systems and processes with improved interfaces and general bug fixes. 

 

"This latest update is as a result of close collaboration with our existing customers. With input from 

developers throughout the world, we’ve refined the toolkit even further. We’ve added some extra 

methods and modes within the PDF3D Exporter module and included a new CYMK example. We’ve 

also upgraded license configurations which greatly improves the licence start-up time", explained Ian 

Curington of PDF3D. 

 

Included in the recent update, developers and users will discover expanded file types for Comsol 

engineering analysis; added multiple languages; faster start-up time and added support for the latest 

versions of Windows 8.1, VeloView Pointcloud, ParaView Plus and GeoVRML. 

 

"We aim to maintain our reputation in providing straightforward, intuitive developer tools and will 

continuously work with our customers to ensure our features allow the developers to do what they need 

to do without adding unnecessary complexity and time to their workflow," said Ian. 

 

For a full list of all the new features in V2.9.0, visit http://www.pdf3d.com where you can also request a 

trial of PDF3D-SDK and view tutorial videos. 
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Zuken Announces first EDM System for Electrical and Fluid Design 

3 December 2013 

 

Zuken has introduced the first data management solution specifically designed to manage E3.series 

design data in its native format. E3.EDM (Engineering Data Management) builds on Zuken’s 

E3.series and CONTACT Software’s CIM DATABASE EDM platform to provide data and process 

management integrated into E3.series for wire, harness, cable, control system and fluid design. 

 

E3.EDM is the first solution that enables native data management of E3.series data, thereby empowering 

electrical and fluid design processes in key areas. 

 

http://www.pdf3d.com/
http://www.zuken.com/en/products/engineering-data-management/e3edm
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Faymonville, a European manufacturer of special vehicles, is implementing E3.EDM – first as part of a 

pilot program: “We are convinced the capabilities offered by native management of our electrical and 

fluid design data will bring significant improvements in our change and variant management process, 

and in the re-use of existing designs”, said Roland Fuhrmann, Head of IT at Faymonville. 

 

Electrical and fluid design have specific requirements for data and process management that, until today, 

have not been covered by existing engineering IT solutions. E3.EDM closes a significant gap in the 

engineering process and thus helps boost productivity and design quality. 

 

For electrical engineers, the data and process management capabilities of E3.EDM are a seamless 

extension to the existing E3.series work environment. By using the native E3.series data model, designs 

are managed on a sheet and device level, enabling engineers to work the way they prefer to work, rather 

than adapting their work process to the EDM tools. Also, engineers can immediately see which parts are 

being used in which design. 

 

Project managers benefit from integrated engineering workflow support, resource management and 

project management capabilities. IT managers are provided with a solution which can be integrated into 

their existing PLM and ERP systems, and is scalable to the unique and dynamic requirements of each 

company. 

 

E3.EDM has been developed by Zuken Contact GmbH & Co. KG., a joint venture formed specifically 

for developing engineering data management software solutions. E3.EDM is sold and supported 

exclusively by Zuken. The initial release of E3.EDM is available in December 2013. 

 

For more information about E3.EDM, visit www.zuken.com/e3edm 
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